Toy Train Auction Lot Descriptions
May 17th & 18th, 2013

STOUT AUCTIONS

1 MTH Railking modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten 19th century freight cars include 7114 WARR stock car, two
74388 Lemp Brewing boxcars, 7878 Dold Packing reefer, 73137 Pennsylvania tank car, 7320 WARR tank car, 7876
Armour reefer, 7877 California Fruit Express reefer, 7288 Santa Fe gondola, and 73219 Heinz tank car. Cars are generally
C8 with run time. Two OBs have some light edge wear.

2 MTH Railking modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Seven 19th century freight cars include 7724 WARR caboose, 7439
WARR boxcar, 74383 Cutler Lumber boxcar, 7216 WARR gondola, 7792 Union Army Caboose, 7114 WARR stock car,
and 78031 Armour Packing reefer. Cars are generally C8. OBs have some light wear.

3 MTH Railking modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Nine tank cars include 7311 Sinclair, 7316 Texaco, 8101 Shell, 7314
Esso, 7308 Esso, 7306 Shell, 7309 Texaco, 7379 Texaco, and 7307 Sunoco. Cars are C8 with run time, One OB has
partially ripped end flap.

4 MTH Railking modern O gauge 4-4-0 WARR General steam locomotive with Whistle in OB. Catalog number is 30-1120
-0. Also included is WARR passenger car three pack 30-6400-1, 2, and 3. Trains are C7-8 with run time.

5 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-2197-1 Union Pacific M10000 set in OB. Set features Protosound 2.0, DCS control,
and more. Loco and cars are C8 condition with run time, however trains have slight odor of moth balls.

6 MTH Railking modern O Gauge Union Pacific Aero Train in OB with add on coach. Catalog number is 30-2376-0. Set
features Loco Sounds Set is C8 with run time, however trains have slight odor of moth balls. Also included is 30-6171 add
on coach.

7 K Line modern O gauge New York Central Empire State Express Dreyfuss Hudson steam locomotive in OB. Catalog
number is believed to be 3270-0002. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocoupler, smoke unit and much more. Loco
is C8 with run time. OB may not be correct as it is unmarked but loco fits inner carton.

8 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-1152-1 Reading 4-6-2 Crusader steam loco cab no. 117 with Protosound, Protosmoke,
and Protocoupler. Also included are Reading streamline passenger cars; 30-6133B baggage. 30-6133C coach, 30-6133D
vista dome, 30-6133E observation. Trains are C8 with run time. OBs have light corner and edge wear.

9 Lionel modern O gauge 38691 Santa Flyer II 4-6-0 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features air whistle and is C8 with run
time. Loco does have the odor of moth balls.

10 MTH Railking modern O gauge Union Pacific 49er passenger set. Includes 30-1139-0 steam locomotive with whistle and
smoke and 30-6107 four car passenger set. Trains are C8 with run time. Loco has box, no OBs for passenger cars.

11 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-1119-1 Southern Pacific Daylight GS4 in OB. Loco features Protosounds, Protosmoke
and Protocoupler. Six Daylight passenger cars include 30-6109 four car passenger set and two car unboxed diner and
combo cars. Trains are C8.

12 MTH Railking modern O gauge Norfolk and Western passenger set. Set includes 612 J class steam locomotive with Loco
sounds, smoke and more. Also includes three passenger cars. Trains are C7-8, no boxes.

13 MTH modern O gauge 20-5506-1 Septa AEM-7 loco in OB. Loco has Protosound and Protocouplers. Loco is C8 with run
time.

14 K Line modern O gauge passenger cars in OBs. Six cars total. Five 4530 Santa Fe cars include, 3137-4 vista dome, 3198
Navajo observation, 1491 Pullman, 3119-1 coach, and 1474 diner. Golden State car is an Imperial Terrace coach. Cars are
C7-8.

15 Williams modern O gauge Santa Fe Baldwin Sharknose A-B-A set in boxes. Cab numbers are 1216 and 1205. Locos are
C8. OBs have some corner and edge wear.

16 MTH Railking modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Eight freight cars include 74136 John Deere boxcar, 7707L Chicago
and Northwestern caboose, 7109L Chicago and Northwestern stock car, 8702 Union Pacific stock car, 7616 MTH
construction flat, 7915 Union Pacific searchlight car, 8302 Illinois Central depressed flat with transformer, and 7628 auto
transport. OBs have some light corner and edge wear, 7707L box has some light skinning.
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17 Lionel and MTH modern O gauge freight cars in OBs. Nine cars total. Six Lionel cars include 16794 Wicked Witch
boxcar, 26257 Wheaties boxcar, 26745 Aquarium car, 26747 Halloween aquarium car, 29231 animated Halloween boxcar,
26746 bobbing Dracula boxcar. MTH cars include 98227 Chicago and Northwestern snow plow, 98204 Union Pacific coil
car, and 98201 hot metal car. Cars are C8 with run time. OBs have some light corner and edge wear.

18 MTH Railking modern O gauge Chesapeake and Ohio Yellow belly steam locomotive and passenger cars. Includes 30
-1161-1 steam locomotive. Loco features Protosound, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Also includes four passenger
cars without boxes. Trains are C8 with run time, however baggage car has detached coupler, but screw and coupler are
included.

19 Lionel modern O gauge Harry Potter Hogwarts Express. Includes components for 11020 set and extra passenger cars. Eight
passenger cars total. Trains are C8 no boxes.

20 Lionel modern O gauge motorized units in OBs. Includes 18424 on track truck, 18982 Santa Fe speeder, and 18489 Great
Northern rail bonder. Units are C8. OBs have some very light corner wear.

21 K Line modern O gauge freight cars in OBs. Ten cars include 632-8024 Sterling Fuels tank car, 7510 Chicago and
Northwestern reefer, two 6533 Chicago and Northwestern gondola, 6249 Chicago and Northwestern hopper, 6137 Chicago
and Northwestern caboose, 6478 Chicago and Northwestern boxcar, 649202 Campbell’s boxcar, 90010 Santa Fe reefer,
and 90009 Burlington stock car. Cars are generally C8., OBs have some light corner and edge wear.

22 K Line modern O gauge freight cars in OBs. Ten cars include 6341-8015 Sunoco tank car, 632-8018 Sinclair tank car,
6274 Chicago and Northwestern sand car, 7516 Burlington Northern reefer, 642-5604 Budweiser reefer, 636102 Timken
tank car, 636101 Timken tank car, 69002 Circus flat, 69009 Circus flat, and 69003 Circus flat. Cars are generally C8. OBs
have some light corner and edge wear.

23 Modern O gauge freight cars from Williams, K Line, Industrial Rail and Railking. Ten Cars total. Williams cars include 55
The Rock boxcar, 42 Burlington Northern boxcar, 3279 Old Dutch refrigerator, 22 Chicago and Northwestern boxcar, 01
Railbox boxcar, 49 Missouri Pacific boxcar. Railking cars include 7446 Pennsylvania gold boxcar and 78028 Budweiser
reefer. Industrial Rail cars includes 3003 Chicago and Northwestern stock car. K Line car includes 7041-2111 Union
Pacific operating voltmeter car. Cars are generally C8, one Williams is C10. OBs have some light corner and edge wear.

24 Lionel and K Line modern O gauge locomotives. Lionel loco includes 561 Pennsylvania 0-8-0 switcher out of
Pennsylvania Flyer set. K Line loco includes 2252IC Kennecott Copper MP-15 switcher. Locos are C8.

25 Lionel modern O gauge Shakespeare Express set number 30084. Set is loco and three cars. No boxes. Trains are C8,
however tender has small area of broken plastic next to the rear coupler.

26 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-1169-0 Canadian Pacific 4-6-4 Royal Hudson loco and tender with Locosounds in OB.
Loco is C8 with run time.

27 MTH Railking modern O gauge MT-1103 New York Central Hudson steam locomotive in OB. Loco has had a prewar
latch style coupler added to the rear of the tender. Loco features smoke and whistle. Loco is C8 with run time.

28 MTH Railking modern O gauge RK-1113L New York Central Dreyfuss 4-6-4 Hudson loco and tender in OB. Loco
features smoke and whistle. C7-8 with run time, one or two small nicks on the pilot.

29 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-1133-0 New York Central Commodore Vanderbilt in OB. Loco features smoke and
whistle. Loco is C8 with run time. OB has some light corner and edge wear.

30 MTH Railking modern O gauge Santa Fe A-A set in OBs. Includes 30-2131-0 with horn. Locos are C8 with run time. OB
has some light corner wear.
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31 MTH modern O gauge freight cars. Loose cars include Chicago and Northwestern boxcar, Chicago and Northwestern tank
car, Chicago and Northwestern caboose, Chicago and Northwestern hopper, Chicago and Northwestern refrigerator, Jersey
Central caboose with air whistle, Jersey Central hopper, Chicago and Northwestern ore car, Chicago and Northwestern tank
car, Pennsylvania caboose, Pennsylvania round top boxcar, Pennsylvania coal hopper, Pennsylvania boxcar, 8102 diecast
Rio Grande tank car, and 8628 Grand View Tomatoes reefer.

32 Lionel modern O gauge 18373 New York Central S02 electric locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocouplers, and much more. Loco is C8 with run time. OB has a few spots of clear tape.

33 MTH modern O gauge steam locomotives. Includes 840 Jersey Central docksider with smoke and 9915 2-4-0 Pennsylvania
steam locomotive with tender and air whistle. Both locos are C8.

34 MTH modern O gauge Chicago and Northwestern steam locomotives. Includes 1762 2-8-0 with Loco Sounds and 65 0-8-0
with whistle and smoke. No boxes. C7-8.

35 Modern O gauge freight cars. Sixteen cars total. K Line cars include diecast Pennsylvania hopper, diecast Pennsylvania
gondola, Union Pacific research tank car, Peabody hopper, Chicago and Northwestern caboose, 6162 Chicago and
Northwestern caboose, and Budweiser gondola. MTH cars include Railking Crusader observation and 20-9701L
Burlington Northern hopper. Lionel cars include two 7803 Trains n Truckin boxcars, 7515 Denver mint, 9389 radio active
waste car, 9307 animated gondola, animated Halloween boxcar, 9141 Burlington Northern gondola. Cars are C7 to C8.

36 Lionel modern O Gauge No. 51000 The Hiawatha passenger set Loco is C8+ with very light run time. There are signs of
the loco shell casting gassing which has created many tiny bubbles under the paint along the center line of the loco roof.
Hardly noticeable from a foot away. Cars are also C8+ with light run time. No set box.

37 Lionel Classics 51201 reproduction of prewar O gauge Rail Chief passenger cars. Cars are C7-8 with decent size roller
marks. Paint chips on the tail of the observation car. No boxes.

38 MTH Railking modern O gauge buildings. Ten total. One or two window inserts missing, otherwise C8. See photos for best
description.

39 Lionel modern O gauge accessories in OBs. Includes 32921 No. 97 coal elevator and 12915 No. 164 log loader. Both are
C8-9.

40 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate accessories in OBs. Includes 10-1095 N. 67 lamp set, two 1108 No. 63 lamp post
sets, 10-1094 No. 71 telegraph set, and MT-1019 No. 54 lamp set. Items are generally C8. OBs have some corner and edge
wear.

41 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate signals and other accessories including 10-1047 No. 80 semaphore, two 10-1048 No.
99 block signals, 10-1096 No.87 crossing signal, and 10-4016 Figure set. Trains are generally C8. OBs have some corner
and edge wear.

42 MTH Railking modern standard gauge reissues in OBs. Includes 1036 No. 69N warning bell, 1027 No. 56 street lamps,
1028 No. 57 street lamps, 1030 No. 59 street lamps, 1068 No. 57 lamp set, 1080 No. 47 crossing gate, and 11017 No. 46
operating crossing gate. Items are generally C8.

43 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 10-1015 green and cream Hellgate bridge in OB. Bridge is nice C8-9 with no major
signs of use. OB is heavily taped.

44 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 10-1069 No. 441 weigh scale. Item is C8 with light use. OB has some light corner
wear.

45 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 384 Chessie System steam passenger set in OBs. Catalog number is 10-1236-1. Loco
features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, and more. Also included is 10-5049 add on passenger car. Trains are
C8 with run time. OBs have some shelf wear.
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46 MTH modern O gauge tinplate 2814 series boxcars in OBs. Includes 8018 orange / brown, two 8026 Baltimore and Ohio,
8027 Bangor and Aroostook State of Maine, 8055 Union Pacific, and 8002 Yellow / brown with sticker on one side of car.
OBs have some shelf wear. Cars are C8 with run time.

47 MTH modern O gauge tinplate 2814R and 2814 series reefers and boxcars in OBs. Six cars include 8025 white / brown
reefer, 8052 ivory / peacock reefer, 8076 Baltimore and Ohio reefer, 8053 Altoona 36 Lager reefer, 8022 MTHRRC
boxcar, and 8027 Bangor and Aroostook State of Maine boxcar. Cars are generally C8. OBs have some shelf wear.

48 MTH modern O gauge tinplate 2816 and 2815 series hoppers and tank cars in OBs. Six cars include 8019 Shell tank car,
8003 Green tank car, 8066 Shamrock tank car, 8023 New York Central hopper, 8020 black hopper, and 8063 Baltimore
and Ohio hopper. Cars are generally C8. OBs have some shelf wear.

49 MTH modern O gauge tinplate freight set in OBs. Set number is 10-1042. Four cars include 814 boxcar, 816 hopper car,
and 817 caboose. Also included is 10-3005 brown stock car. Cars are C8 with run time. OBs have some light corner and
edge wear. Set missing 812 gondola.

50 MTH modern O gauge tinplate cars in OBs. Includes two 8049 2813 cattle cars, 8062 2813 cattle car, and 8021 2817 red /
brown caboose. Cars are C8, OBs have some corner and edge wear.

51 MTH modern O gauge reproduction tinplate Blue Comet set in OBs. Include 263E and 263W tender and five car passenger
set with nickel trim and journals. Trains are C7-8 with run time. One or two small paint nicks noted on the tender and cars.
OBs have odor of moth balls.

52 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 200 series freight cars in OBs. Six cars include yellow and brown 214 boxcar in
incorrect OB, Green 212 gondola with containers in incorrect OB. 10-205 214R ivory reefer, 10-1158 TCA flat with pipe
load, 10-2162 Budweiser tank, and 10-2123 Caterpillar gondola with containers. Cars are C8 with run time. OBs have
some light shelf wear.

53 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 4000 series freight cars in OBs. Five cars includes 10-1141 4020 stock car, 10-2206
4010 blue tank car, 10-1140 4018 auto car, 10-1150 4006 hopper, and 10-1142 4010 yellow tank car. Cars are C8. OBs
have some light shelf wear, and some light staining on 1140 label.

54 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate Two Tone Green Stephen Girard four car set with Brass trim no. 1068. 424 Liberty
Bell coach, 425 Stephen Girard coach, 426 Coral Isle observation, and 427 Philadelphia coach. No boxes for the set. Cars
are C8.

55 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate freight cars. Three cars total. Includes 10-2104 Shell tank car, 10-2111 MTH 25th
anniversary 200 series boxcar, 10-2152 20-190 Chesapeake and Ohio tank car, and 214R white and peacock reefer with
nickel trim in incorrect OB. Cars are C8. OBs have some light shelf wear.

56 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate freight cars. Five cars include 10-1071 No. 211 flat with truck that will need reriveted, 10-2127 500 series Chessie boxcar, 10-2087 500 Series Shell tank car, 515 Shell tank car without box, and 514R
reefer without OB. Cars are C8. OBs have shelf wear at corners.

57 MTH modern O gauge tinplate 256 state green electric loco in OB. Catalog number is 10-3027-1. Loco features
Protosound 2.0, DCS control, and more. Loco is C8 with run time. OB has some corner and edge wear.

58 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate Bild-A-Loco No. 9E electric locomotive. Loco is C8 with one scratch noted at the
corner of the frame and one missing green flag.

59 MTH Tinplate Traditions 10-3001-0 Lionel 260E loco, black and green w/brass trim. Loco is traditional version. Loco is
missing flags otherwise C8 with run time. OB has corner and edge wear.

60 MTH / Lionel tinplate standard gauge locomotive. This loco appears to have a refinished original Lionel No. 10 body with
new MTH plates and numbers. Also the motor is a modern MTH Build a Loco motor. Loco is C6-7 with some shallow
dents in the roof and some cracking of the paint on the front of the cab.
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61 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 10-1092-0 392E steam locomotive in OB. Loco is traditional version with air
whistle. Loco is C8 with run time. Loco is missing flags. OB has some light shelf wear.

62 Lionel Classics modern tinplate 51001 #44 freight special. Include 44E, 8820, 8816, 8814, 8817. Trains are C8 with run
time.

63 MTH modern O gauge tinplate 260E steam locomotive in OB. Catalog number is 10-3018-1. Loco features Protosound 2.0,
DCS control, Protosmoke, and more. Loco is C8 with run time. OB has some light corner and edge wear.

64 K Line modern O gauge New York Central Empire State Express Dreyfuss Hudson steam locomotive in OB. Catalog
number is believed to be 3270-0002. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocoupler, smoke unit and much more. Loco
is C8 with run time. OB may not be correct as it is unmarked but loco fits inner carton.

65 Lionel modern O gauge 38671 Santa Flyer 4-6-0 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features air whistle and is C7 with run
time, one small broken hook on rear of tender and one pick up roller will need pin replaced. OB has some shelf wear.

66 Williams modern tinplate Ives reproduction passenger cars in OBs. Includes 1695 coach, 1696 baggage, and 1697
observation. Cars are C7-8 with run time and a very faint scuffs noted in roofs.

67 MTH Railking modern O gauge accessories and more. Includes Z-500 transformer, 1060 yard light set, 1062 lamp post set,
9111 operating freight platform, 11012 scale crossing gates, 9053 pedestrian cross walk, 40-1043 RealTrax 0-42 right hand
switch, Chicago and Northwestern rotary plow, Jersey Central boxcar, and Lionel 2154 highway flasher. Also included is a
K Line bubbling water tower. Items are C7-8.

68 Lionel modern O gauge tinplate 34116 #128 terrace in OB. This is the late version. Terrace is C8-9 with light signs of use.
Lamps included in OB. OB has some corner and edge wear.

69 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 10-1070 number 116 passenger station in OB. Station is C8 with some shelf dust, OB
has some corner and edge wear.

70 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate accessories. Includes 435 power station with some white paint on edge of base, two
bumpers, street clock, crossing signal, and five lamp posts including LCCA 1997 lamp. Items are C7-8.

71 LGB modern G scale 2090 San Francisco trolley. C7 with some paint chips and one missing gate.
72 LGB modern G scale freight cars. Includes four gondolas, 4044 gondola, two flats with wood sides, two small dump
gondolas, side dump car, 4044 gondola, two keg flat cars, custom flat without couplers, 9940 gondola, second custom
gondola missing one end. Cars are generally C7.

73 LGB modern G scale 2075 0-4-0 steam locomotive. Loco is C6-7 area with some dirt and dust. Will need a good cleaning.
74 LGB modern G scale 2020 steam locomotive. Loco is C6+ with some dirt and heavy run time, but no major missing or
broken parts.

75 LGB modern G scale 2177D Helena Iron Mountain 0-4-0 steam locomotive in OB. Loco is C7 with some dust and dirt
which should clean. OB one strip of tape on end.

76 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Seven cars include 2001 motorized hand car, 40480 work caboose, 4011
gondola with covers, 94015 flat, 4045 flat, 94042 crane, and 94505 Christmas gondola. Cars are C7 to C8. Cars will need
cleaned. OBs have some corner and edge wear.

77 Large group of Bachmann and New Bright G scale trains. Includes two Santa Fe steam locomotives one with loose truck,
United Traction trolley with figures added, New Bright boxcar and caboose, Bachmann gondola and caboose, and trolley
music box. Trains are C5-6 and need a good cleaning.

78 Lionel modern G scale 85124 Rio Grande 0-6-0. Loco is dusty and could use a good cleaning, however is C7-8.
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79 LGB modern G scale passenger cars and freight car. Includes flat with circus wagon which needs repaired wagon, two blue
passenger cars, and two other passenger cars. Cars are C6 to C7+. One car has repainted and repaired roof.

80 Diecast items from Eastwood and Corgi. Includes 423000 Lionel hot air balloon. 390000 Lionel air ship, Corgi 55003 St.
Louis PCC street car, and Schylling tin Lionel windup rail zeppelin. C8.

81 Hornby Railways live steam model of the Stevenson Rocket in OB. Catalog number is G100-9140. Loco is C7-8 and
appears to have been run lightly. Also included is G103 switches, and G102 add on track pack. OBs are worn but complete.

82 Lionel modern O gauge LCCA freight cars in OBs. Ten cars include 9733 Airco tank car in incorrect OB, 9730 CP Rail
LCCA boxcar, two 9728 Union Pacific stock cars, 9358 Sand’s hopper, 17890 Rio Grande caboose, 9733 Airco boxcar,
17873 Ashland tank car, 6323 Virginia Chemicals tank car, and 9435 Central of Georgia boxcar. Cars are generally C7-8.
OBs have some wear, one rip and writing on box ends.

83 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 9831 Pepsi reefer, 9832 Cheerios reefer, 5712 Lionel
reefer, 17898 TCA Wabash reefer, 9774 Southern Belle TCA boxcar, 9611 TCA boxcar with paint over spray on the box
end, 9779 TCA Bicentennial boxcar, 9319 TCA bullion car, 6926 TCA caboose, and TCA reefer. Cars are generally C7-8.
OBs have some wear, one rip and writing on box ends.

84 Lionel TCA passenger car set including; 9544 Chicago observation 1980, 0511 baggage 1981, 7205 Denver combination
car 1982, 7206 Louisville coach 1983, 7212 Pittsburgh 1984, and 17879 Valley Forge dining car 1989.

85 Lionel and K Line modern O gauge freight cars in OBs. Fourteen cars include 7606 Massachusetts, 7608 South Carolina,
7609 New Hampshire, 7610 Virginia, 7611 New York State, 7612 North Carolina, 7613 Rhode Island, 7600 caboose, 9403
TCA Seaboard boxcar, 7803 Trains N Truckin boxcar, 9280 Horse transport car, 6508 Canadian Pacific crane, K Line
6705 TCA ore car, and 6523 K Line Atlanta TCA gondola. Trains are C7-8. OBs have some dirt and dust,

86 Lionel modern O gauge 18013 Disneyland 35th Anniversary 4-4-0 steam locomotive and tender in OB. Loco is C8 with
run time. Tender wood pile has started to develop a white residue which will clean.

87 Lionel modern O gauge No. 8004 Rock Island and Peoria 4-4-0 steam locomotive and tender with 9559 combine, 9560 and
9561 passenger cars. Cars and loco are C7-8 with run time and are a bit dusty. OBs have some light corner and edge wear.

88 Lionel modern O gauge WARR loco and passenger cars in OBs. 8701 loco is C7-8. Six cars include four 9552 coaches,
9551 baggage, and 9553 horse car. C7-8. OBs have some light wear and some label staining.

89 Lionel modern O Gauge TCA 1976 Bicentennial Special passenger sets in OB including; 1976 Spirit of 76 Diesel lettered
Seaboard Coast Line, 1975 American Eagle Pullman, 1974 Stars & Stripes Pullman, 1973 Freedom Bell observation, One
set is C8-9 with run time. The other still appears factory sealed and is assumed C9-10. Both sets have light wear to the
boxes.

90 Lionel modern O gauge 11706 Dry Gulch Line service station special in OB. Set is C8 condition with light run time and
OBs have some light wear. OB has some corner and flap wear on the underside.

91 Lionel modern O gauge The Rock diesel locomotives in OBs. Includes 8068 LCCA GP-20, and two 8751 units that have
been converted to powered units and have the pins to double head. C7 with some dirt and wear to locos. OBs have some
staining and plaster residue on the box ends.

92 Lionel modern O gauge diesel locomotives in OBs. Includes 8565 Missouri Pacific powered GP-20, 8572 powered Frisco
U36B, 8772 GM&O GP-20 and 8758 Southern GP-7 powered with MU cables added. Trains are lower C7 with some spots
of frame rust. OBs have some wear and plaster staining.

93 Lionel modern O gauge train sets and more. Includes 1351 Baltimore and Ohio set, no inserts, set lid is worn, etc. 1403
Redwood Valley Express set no boxes, 9305 Santa Fe horse car, 9280 Santa Fe horse car, 9541 Santa Fe baggage, TCA
Atlanta coach car. K Line 5141 Ashley’s Birthday boxcar, and American Flyer S gauge 48477 TCA convention car. Trains
are C7 area.
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94 Lionel modern O gauge 8368 Alaska switcher in OB. Switcher is C8 with light run time. OB has some very light edge
wear.

95 Lionel modern O Gauge 8587 Wabash GP-9 with display case. Loco is C8 with light run time, however a few small nicks
on the cab. Case included with broken corners.

96 Williams modern O gauge TCA 25th anniversary GG-1 and three passenger cars. Cars include two coaches and
observation. Loco is C7 area with some scratching on nose. Passenger cars are C7-8.

97 Lionel modern O gauge 8104 uncataloged Union Pacific General for JC Penny. Loco has case and looks to have been run
C8. Case has cracked at one end.

98 Lionel modern O gauge ore cars in OBs. Fifteen cars include 19313 Baltimore and Ohio, 17881 Gasden Pacific, 19300
Pennsylvania, 19301 Milwaukee Road, 19307 B&LE, 19305 Chessie, 6116 Soo Line, 19308 Great Northern, 17886
Gadsden Pacific, 6127 Northern Pacific, two 6122 Penn Central, 6126 Canadian National, 19321 B&LE, and 19320
Pennsylvania. Cars are generally C8 with run time. OBs have some light wear.

99 Lionel modern O gauge cabooses in OBs. Six cars include 17607 Reading, 6910 New York Central caboose, 17606 New
York Central, 6900 Norfolk and Western, 19807 Pennsylvania and 6903 Santa Fe. Cars are C8 with run time. OBs have
some light corner wear and one small rip in corner of 19807.

100 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten tank cars include 17873 LCCA Ashland, 6306 Southern, 19601 North
American, 19600 Milwaukee Road, 19602 Johnson, 6323 LCCA Virginia Chemicals, two 19603 GATX, 17877 TTOS
MKT, and 6307 Pennsylvania. Cars are C8 with run time.

101 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten tank cars include 16109 Baltimore and Ohio, 16102 Southern, 16105 Rio
Grande, 9313 Gulf, 6357 Frisco, 9386 Pure, 9369 Sinclair, 6305 British Columbia, 9331 Union 76, and 9344 Citgo. Cars
are C7-8 with run time. OBs have some corner and edge wear.

102 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 16935 Union Pacific flat with bulldozer, two 17899
LCCA NASA tank cars, 16955 Santa Fe flat with challenger, 9138 Sunoco tank car, 16934 Pennsylvania flat with road
grader, 16954 New York Central flat with scraper, 17905 ADM tank car, 17902 New Jersey Zinc tank car, and 17900
Santa Fe tank car. Cars are C7-8 with run time. OBs have some corner and edge wear.

103 Lionel and Railking modern O gauge freight cars. Seven cars have OBs. Cars include 61800 LRRC ore car, 9282 Santa Fe
boxcar, 19284 Northern Pacific boxcar, two 52009 Western Pacific TTOS boxcars, 16305 Lehigh Valley ore car no box,
and 9277 Cities Service tank car. Cars are generally C7-8.

104 Lionel modern O gauge Mickey Mouse express hi cube boxcars in OBs. Eight cars include 9662 Donald Duck without box,
9668 Pluto without box, 9663 Dumbo, 9183 caboose, 9671 Fantasia, 9670 Alice and Wonderland, 9665 Peter Pan, and
9660 Mickey Mouse. Cars are generally C8 with run time.

105 Lionel modern O gauge trucks and other diecast vehicles. Sixteen vehicles include 12786 Lionelville Steel, 12783 Monon,
12725 Lionel, 12777 Lionel tanker, 12811 Alka-Seltzer, 12819 Inland Steel flat, 12778 Lionel 12806 Lionel Lumber,
12785 Lionel gravel truck, 12779 Lionel Grain rig, 12739 tanker, and 12807 Little Caesars, 12794 tractor, LCCA tractor
two pack, LCCA Mack B Virginia Chemical, and Eastwood 3522 Lionel truck set. Items are C8.

106 Lionel modern O Gauge Lionel Lines Madison passenger cars include 19016 Madison passenger car, 19015 Irvington
passenger car, 19017 Manhattan passenger car, 19018 Sager Place observation car in OBs. Cars are C8 with run time,
however some window inserts are loose.

107 Lionel reproduction of the D-288 automated Lion display. Display is C8-9 and looks barely used.
108 Postwar Lionel type ZW 275W transformer with replaced cord and what appears to be a refinished base.
109 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-4047-0 Caterpillar-CAT 75th Anniversary F40PH Ready-to-Run train set with Loco
Sound in OB. Set is complete with run time. Track, remote, and transformer included.
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110 Lionel modern O gauge 11711 Santa Fe F3 A-B-A in OB. Locos feature dual Pullmor motors, Railsounds, etc. Locos are
C8 with some run time. OB has writing on one side and puncture / rip to one end flap.

111 Nice group of train room decorations. Includes Lionel Prewar mirror, 1980’s dealer display poster, Lionel clock, five tin
Lionel and railroad signs, and Armspeare Baltimore and Ohio embossed lantern with complete burner.

112 Modern O gauge Gargraves track. Large group of regular Phantom track. 83 sections of regular O gauge track and about
ten sections of standard gauge phantom track. All straight sections. C7-8.

113 Really interesting piece of railroadiana. Beautiful glass chandelier. No makers marks, about a foot tall. Believed to have
come from a railroad depot or dining car, but no provenance. Cord has been cut and a switch added. See photos for best
description.

114 Lionel modern O Gauge 18005 New York Central 700E Hudson in OB. Loco comes with paperwork. Loco is C8 with run
time. OB has writing on one side and some very light corner wear.

115 Lionel modern O Gauge 18006 Reading T-1 in OB. Loco features smoke, Railsounds, firebox glow and much more. Loco
is C8 condition with run time. OB has writing on one side, and some light corner and edge wear.

116 Lionel modern O gauge 18002 New York Central Hudson steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Sound of Steam, smoke,
Pullmor motor and more. Loco is C8 with run time. OB has some light corner wear.

117 Older restored General Railway Signal crossing lamp. Nice target and hood. Marked with tag that the light came from the
GM&O. Item will be heavy to ship.

118 Lionel Postwar O gauge 275 watt ZW transformer. Includes repro box, inserts, and instruction sheet. Transformer has
replacement cord and some light rust spots on the base. C6-7.

119 Lionel reference books by Tom McComas & James Tuohy including; A Collectors Guide and History Volume II: Postwar,
A Collectors Guide and History Volume III: Standard Gauge, A Collectors Guide and History Volume IV: 1970-1980, A
Collectors Guide & History Volume V: The Archives and A Collectors Guide & History Volume V: Advertising & Art.
Also included is A Collectors Guide to Postwar Lionel Trains by Tom McComas & James Tuohy. The books are complete
and in like new condition.

120 Lionel prewar and postwar reference books. Includes Greenberg’s Guide to Lionel 1945-69 Vol. 1 1990 Edition, Guide to
Cataloged Sets of Lionel Trains 1917-1969 by simpson, Greenberg’s Guide to Lionel 1945-69 Vol. II, Greenberg’s Guide
to Lionel 1945-69 Vol. I, and Greenberg’s Guide to Lionel 1945-69 10th anniversary edition. Books are good reader
condition.

121 Lionel modern reference and repair guides. Includes K-Line postwar service manual, Greenberg’s Guide to Lionel 1970
-1991 Volume I, Greenberg’s Repair and Operating manual for postwar Lionel and Greenberg’s Guide to Fundimensions
trains. Books are good reader condition.

122 Box of Lionel catalogs and binders. Two empty binders, two with catalogs. Catalogs are as early as 1948, but are more in
the 1960’s and heavily concentrated in the late 1980’s and early 1990’s. Also included is a framed postwar Lionel
advertisement and Lionel VHS F-3 video.

123 Lionel modern O gauge Santa Fe SD-18 diesel locomotives in OBs. Includes 8873 and 8872 powered and dummy. Locos
are C8 with run time. OBs have wear at corners and edges and some light staining.

124 Modern tinplate standard gauge from MTH and T Reproductions. Includes MTH 437 green and cream switch tower and
438 T Repro switch tower. C8. OBs have writing.

125 Due to the size we will not be able to ship this lot, pick up arrangements may be made after the auction. Sold as is. Box of
older O and 027 track with some light rust and custom control panel. See photos for best description.

126 Lionel G gauge 81000 Gold Rush Special freight set in OB missing track and transformer. The set is C7-8
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127 Lionel modern O gauge mechanical reefers and boxcars in OBs. Five cars include 17282 Union Pacific boxcar, 27329
Union Pacific reefer, 27458 PFE refrigerator, 27206 Union Pacific 60’ boxcar, and 52543 BNSF LCCA mechanical reefer.
Cars are C8-9, OBs have price stickers on ends.

128 Lionel modern O gauge Union Pacific freight cars in OBs. Eight cars include 17709 stock car, 17690 Union Pacific CA-4
caboose, 52412 LCCA auxiliary power car, 27162 hopper 27461 hopper, and 27162, 27163, and 27164 hopper. Cars are
C8 to C10. Most appear unrun.

129 Lionel modern O gauge 12969 Train master command base set. Includes Cab-1 remote and command base. Set is C8 with
some signs of use. OB shows some light corner wear.

130 Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series freight cars in OBs. Ten cars include 19451 wheel car, 26026 Mercury
Capsule car, 29613 rocket fuel tank car, 194449 liquified gas tank car, 26020 flat with submarine, 39468 Allis-Chalmers
car, 26768 operating searchlight car, 26046 flat with cable reels, 26045 flat with pipes, and 26047 flat with transformer.
Cars are C8 to C10. A few OBs have price stickers on the ends.

131 Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series freight cars in OBs. Ten cars include 29827 helicopter launching car,
29462 flat with red / white airplane, 26762 minuteman missile launching car, 19558 MKT stock car, 19450 barrel ramp car,
39457 flat with rocket, 26025 flat with rocket, 39424 US Steel wheel flat, 26048 flat with boat, and 39458 flat with
missiles. Cars are C8 to C10. A few OBs have price stickers on the ends.

132 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 36900 depressed center flat with back shop load, 36016 flat
with propellers. Four Postwar Celebration Series flat cars include 29854 satellite launching car, 36870 maintenance car,
26763 exploding boxcar, and 29828 cannon firing boxcar. Cars are C8-9. A few OBs have light corner wear and price
stickers.

133 Lionel modern O gauge bath tub gondolas in OBs. Includes 17442 BNSF, 17463 Norfolk Southern, and 17427 CSX. All
three cars have rotary couplers. Also included is three 24148 coal tipple packs. Cars are C8-9.

134 Lionel modern O gauge 89’ foot auto racks in OBs. Includes 27492 Canadian National and 27473 Conrail. Brand new C9
-10, one unwrapped for photos.

135 Lionel modern O gauge New York Central Fairbanks Moorse H16-44 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC,
Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and much more. Loco is C8 with run time. OB has some light corner wear.

136 Atlas modern O gauge Union Pacific articulated auto racks in OBs. Includes 6292-6 and 6992-8. Cars are C8. OBs have
some light corner and edge wear.

137 Lionel modern O gauge Thomas and Friends items. Includes 18719 Thomas steam locomotive, 15117 Annie coach, and
15118 Clarabel coach. C8 with run time.

138 Lionel modern O gauge Thomas and Friends items. Includes 18722 Percy steam locomotive, 36030 and 36031
Troublesome Trucks, and 16173 Harold The Helicopter flat. C8 with run time.

139 MTH modern O gauge NASA items in OBs. Includes 98540 booster segment TTX flat and 93334 NASA boxcar. Cars are
C8-9. OBs have some very light corner wear.

140 MTH / Lionel Corporation modern tinplate 11-90026 No. 165 magnet crane in OB C9-10.
141 Lionel modern O gauge accessories in OBs. Includes 12944 Sunoco oil Derrick, 12886 floodlight tower, 12759 floodlight
tower, and 14162 missile launching platform with water damaged box lid. Items are generally C8. OBs have some box
wear.

142 Modern O gauge track side accessories. Lionel items include two 12974 blinking billboards, 12706 barrel loader building,
three 12874 street lamp sets, 62180 railroad signs, 14078 diecast trucks, 12731 station platform. 2283 bumper set, postwar
bridge, and two partial bags of Postwar coal. Plasticville items include fire station and two houses, and a few vehicles.
Corgi vehicles include 52402 Lionel City Fire Mack B, 97323 Scott Township La France fire truck, 51201 Centerville fire
chief car, two 51102 M106 Mortar Carriers, and a Krispy Kreme truck which is not Corgi. Items are C7+ to C9.
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143 Lionel modern O gauge switches and UCS tracks in OBs. Includes four 14063 022 right hand switches, 14062 022 left
hand switch, 65165 072 right hand switch, 23010 031 left hand switch and two 65530 UCS tracks. Items are C7-8 with
layout use.

144 Lionel modern O gauge 25433 Union Pacific eighteen inch aluminum passenger cars in OBs. Cars are C8 with run time.
Set box has one shallow dent in one end.

145 Lionel modern O gauge 25441 Union Pacific aluminum 18 inch Station Sounds diner in OB. Diner is C9 with very faint if
any run time. Does not appear to have been unwrapped.

146 Lionel modern O gauge Union Pacific 25438 aluminum eighteen inch passenger two pack in OB. Set is factory sealed in
the master carton C10.

147 Lionel modern O gauge JLC Union Pacific 4-8-8-4 Big Boy steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Legacy control,
Legacy Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit, Electrocoupler, and much more. Loco is C8 with run time.

148 Lionel modern O Gauge 38334 conventional classics orbiter freight set in OBs. Set appears opened but unrun C9-10.
149 Lionel modern O gauge 32910 operating rotary coal tipple in OB. Show light signs of use C8. OB has some corner and
edge wear.

150 Atlas modern O gauge 89’ flats and Pines trailers in OBs. Three flats include 6981-1 Rio Grande, 6975-8 Trailer Train, and
6979-4 Santa Fe. Five Pines trailers include 8976-1 Bud of California, 8950-1 Burlington Northern, 8954-1 Seaboard, 8953
-3 Rio Grande, and 8979-1 Pacific Fruit Express. Trains are C8.

151 Lionel modern O Gauge 21786 Santa Fe A-B-B-A F3 locomotives and seven Santa Fe aluminum passenger cars set in
original box. Set includes 14504 S.F. F3A powered unit w/TMCC, 14505 S.F. F3B dummy unit w/Railsounds, 14506 S.F.
F3B powered unit, 14507 S.F. F3A dummy unit w/TMCC diesel units in front of 39134 large door baggage car No. 3461,
39135 large door combination car No. 3490, 39136 full vista dome No. 508, 39137 full vista come No. 509, 39138 full
vista dome No. 510, 39139 Stations Sound dining car No. 600 w/TMCC Stations Sounds and 39140 Vista Canyon
observation. This impressive set is C8 with run time. Set box shows light wear, inner boxes show no wear.

152 Postwar Lionel O gauge 675 steam locomotive with 2466WX Lionel Lines tender with whistle, minor touchups around
loco cab corners/edges, otherwise C6 area. 2466WX OB with missing flaps included.

153 Postwar Lionel O gauge 415 diesel fueling station, missing a window insert and repaired roof mounting tabs. 464 saw mill
with instructions sheet and three timbers. Accessories look C6 area.

154 Postwar Lionel O gauge 637 steam locomotive with 2046W Lionel Lines whistle tender, C6. 6110 steam locomotive with
unnumbered tender without whistle, missing both rear steps, otherwise C6.

155 Lionel modern O gauge 14167 #213 lift bridge in OB. The bridge has been opened and shows light use. C8. OB has some
corner and edge wear.

156 Lionel modern O gauge 11180 CSX modern auto carrier set in OB. Set includes CSX SD80 diesel locomotive. Loco
features Legacy control, Legacy Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit, Electrocouplers, and much more. Also included are
four new scale 89’ auto racks. Set is factory sealed in the master carton C10. Master carton has a few shallow dents and one
rip.

157 Lionel modern O gauge 38583 CSX dummy SD80MAC diesel locomotive in OB. Loco was only opened for inspection C9
-10.

158 Atlas modern O gauge 8032-2 Evansville Packing reefer in OB. C8-9.
159 Showcase Airplane Company 1/24th to 1/72nd scale airplanes in OBs. Five planes include ES/ Lockheed Vega, SR71
Blackbird USAF, Nieuport 28 Fighter, F-117A Blackjet, and Beech V-35 Bonanza. Planes are dusty from display, but in
good condition.
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160 Showcase Airplane Company 1/20th to 1/60th scale airplanes in OBs. Five planes include Gee-Bee Z, Gee-Bee R, Laird
LTR-14 Meteor, B-24J Liberator, and Nieuport 28 Fighter. Planes are dusty from display, but in good condition.

161 Showcase Airplane Company 1/20th to 1/32nd scale airplanes in OBs. Four planes include Mosquito FB. VI, Fokker
Eindecker, Nieuport 17C missing propeller, and De Havilland DH-4 with some chipping on the nose. Planes are dusty from
display, but in generally good condition unless noted.

162 LGB modern G scale coaches. Includes two 3000 brown 2.2 coaches, 3010 III/III coach, and 3010 green 2/2. Cars are C7
are with some shelf dust and light wear. A few window inserts appear to have been glued.

163 LGB modern G scale 4000 black flat cars. Very tough with few sold in the United States. Good steps. Decks have some
scuffs and light wear, otherwise C7-8

164 LGB modern G scale flats and postal wagon. Includes 4001 Series A, 4001 Series B, and 38019 Primus brown Postal
wagon. Postal wagon is C7 area with some paint chips along the ridges on the roof and rust on under body screw heads.
Flats are C7-8/

165 LGB modern G scale loco and cars. Includes Primus 20875 0-4-0 steam locomotive with chipped smoke stack, 4040 Shell
tank car, with missing ladders, 4021 high side green gondola, 4021 lighter green high side gondola one missing coupler
bumper. Trains are C7 area with some shelf dust and the other noted issues.

166 USA Trains modern G scale R22200 undecorated GP38-2 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco is C9 area with no major signs of
run time beyond factory test. Handrails are packed in OB. Box has some corner and edge wear.

167 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 43260 1994 German club car. 4131 Pepsi boxcar, 43650 C&S
caboose, 4074 Schlitz reefer, 48670 Sandy River boxcar, and 4070 Budweiser reefer. OBs have some price stickers. Cars
are C7-8.

168 LGB modern G scale passenger cars in OBs. Four cars include 34075 blue Schlerherfchautel car, 36077 1997 Christmas
coach, 3407 Rosenkogel Bottle Car, and 37075 Krauterwagerl bottle car. Cars are generally C8 with very little if any run
time.

169 LGB modern G scale early gray tank 4040 tank car. Steel axle tank car is C7 with run time. Tank car ends appear to have
some very small hairline cracks, but they could be mold imperfections. Box included, but is not correct.

170 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 4065-W03 White Pass caboose, 48404 Union Pacific tank car,
4067 Southern Pacific boxcar, 3020 green early postal wagon, 4023 low side gray gondola, and 4074-B02 white
DSP&PRR reefer. Cars are C7-8 with run time. OBs have some light wear and price stickers. OBs for 4067 and 3020 have
some light damage and warping.

171 Aristo Craft modern G scale aluminum Reading Company streamlined passenger cars in OBs. Four cars include three
32501 diners and 32601 vista domes. OBs have sun fading, but cars are C8 area with light run time.

172 LGB modern G scale 2080 D Harz-Querbahn steam locomotive in OB. Loco is lower C7 area with run time, two broken
handrails above front ditch lights and a missing ditch light lens. Loco box is worn and tape repaired.

173 LGB modern G scale 2071D Zillertalbahn steam locomotive in OB Loco is C8 with run time otherwise good clean
condition. OB has some stickers and wear.

174 Aristo Craft modern G scale 22236 Amtrak RS-3 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco is C6-7 with nice shell, but hand rails
need repaired. Front hand rails are included in OB. OB has price stickers and some wear.

175 Aristo Craft modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Seven cars include 46205 Heineken reefer, 41025 REA Christmas
gondola, 81012 Union Pacific wood gondola, 46064 Santa Fe boxcar, 42204 Southern Pacific caboose, 46213 46213
Ballentine beer reefer, and 82110 Santa Fe caboose missing truck. Cars are C7 to C8. OBs have some wear and sun fading
as well as stickers.

176 Aristo Craft modern G scale 21209 Rio Grande motorized doodle bug in OB. C8 with run time. OB is sun faded and dusty.
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177 MRC and PH Hobbies power supplies and sound generators. Includes PS10G which is marked as repaired, MRC 6200
transformer, and two MRC 7000GS sound generators. C8 to C9. Repaired transformer is C10

178 USA Trains modern G scale R22511 Missouri Pacific Alco PA A unit in OB. Loco is C8 with run time and a bit of shelf
dust. OB has some corner and edge wear and a partially torn end flap.

179 LGB modern G scale 23192 Colorado and Southern 2-6-0 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features sound and smoke. C7
condition with light scratch on cab and some discoloration on the boiler, valve gear and rods. OB has some light wear.

180 Aristo Craft modern G scale 32503 New York Central aluminum streamlined diners in OBs. C8-9. OBs have sun fading
and price stickers.

181 Aristo Craft modern G scale Baltimore and Ohio passenger cars in OBs. Includes 32302 aluminum streamlined coach,
31602 heavyweight RPO, and 31702 heavyweight combine. Streamlined car is C7-8 with light spotting on the roof,
Heavyweights are C8+ OBs have some shelf wear.

182 Aristo Craft modern G scale aluminum streamlined passenger cars in OBs. Includes 32511 Southern diner and 32507
Canadian Pacific diner. Cars are C8 with light run time. OBs have sun fading to one end and some shelf wear.

183 Aristo Craft modern G scale 22491 Santa Fe SD-45 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco is C6-7 missing hand rails, missing one
ditch light, missing cab windows, and run time. OB has corner and edge wear.

184 Aristo Craft modern G scale Conrail U25B diesel locomotive in OB. Loco appears C8+ with some run time, but handrails
are still packed in the OB. OB has some corner and edge wear.

185 Aristo Craft modern G scale 22402 Conrail SD-45 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco is C8-9 with very faint signs of run time.
OB has price stickers and corner wear.

186 Aristo Craft modern G scale 22408 Chicago and Northwestern SD-45 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco is C8 with run time.
OB has some corner and edge wear.

187 Aristo Craft modern G scale Burlington Northern SD-45 diesel locomotive in OB. Catalog number is 22411. Loco is C8+
with run time on the wheels, handrails still packed in OB. OB has some light corner wear.

188 Aristo Craft modern G scale USRA 2-8-8-2 Mallet steam locomotive in OB. Includes 21600 loco and tender. Both are
undecorated and are C9 with no major signs of run time. OBs have some light wear.

189 Aristo Craft modern G scale USRA tenders in OBs. 21875 undecorated and 21604 Rio Grande. C9. OBs have some wear
and light warping.

190 Aristo Craft modern G scale tenders in OBs. Three tenders include 21412 Great Northern, 21800 tender undecorated
without sound, and 21800 with sound. C8-9. OBs have price stickers, some wear, and one sun faded.

191 Aristo Craft modern G scale 4-6-2 Santa Fe Pacific steam locomotive and tender in OBs. Loco is C6-7 with run time, two
loose tender steps that will need reattached, and is missing the boiler front. OBs have wear, marking stickers, etc.

192 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Includes two 48670 Sandy River boxcars, 4067 D 03 Santa Fe boxcar, 41560
slag car, 42590 flat with autos, and 4059 flat with autos. Cars are generally C8. OBs have price stickers and some light
wear.

193 LGB modern G scale 4071 green REA reefer in OB. Car is C7-8 with one broken grab iron on the roof. OB has light wear
and price sticker on one end.

194 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 4059 flat with autos, 41213 BEG gondola, 4491 McDonalds
boxcar, 4072 P 02 Colorado Midland refrigerator car, 4090 VW boxcar marked in incorrect OB, and 4067 F 01 New York
Central boxcar. Cars are generally C8. OBs have some light wear and price stickers.
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195 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include two 4067 F 01 New York Central Pacemaker boxcars, 4074
Pabst reefer, 4191 Campbell’s Soup boxcar, 4032L Lowenbrau beer boxcar, and 4280 Shell tank car. Cars are C7-8. OBs
have stickers and light wear.

196 Aristo Craft modern G scale Rail buses in OBs. Two busses include 83101 Rio Grande in C7-8 condition and 83102
Colorado Southern bus in C6 condition with detached power truck and detail parts. OBs have some stickers and light wear.

197 Aristo Craft modern G scale 80206 Colorado and Southern 2-6-0 C-16 steam locomotive in OB. Loco is C7 with broken
brake wheel on the tender and broken bell on the loco. OB is worn with clear tape repairs and sun fading.

198 Aristo Craft modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 50099 Aristo Craft club boxcar, 50091 Florida East Coast
boxcar, 50044 Minneapolis Northfield boxcar, 86207 White Pass reefer, 46072 Central of New Jersey boxcar, and 46504
South Pacific piggyback flat. OBs have some wear, light moisture damage to one box. marking stickers. Cars are C7 to C8
+.

199 LGB modern G scale 20301 passenger set in OB. This appears to be the 1968-69 version of the set with brown 2020 with
operating headlight, brown passenger coach, and green passenger coach. Set includes track and figures but is missing
transformer. Trains are C7-8 with run time. Set lid is worn with split and tape repaired corners and three price stickers.

200 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2016, 2018, and 2018 steam locomotives with three unmarked 6026W style whistle tenders. One
2018 has a couple very small touchups, one tender has crack at a front step, otherwise trains look C6 area. Three 6026W
original boxes included, missing flaps, tape repairs, etc.

201 Prewar American Flyer, Ives, and Lionel standard gauge switches (remote control and manual control), straight, and curved
track with a couple power supplies. Some varying surface rust and oxidation on some track and some switches, diecast
lamp housings on Flyer switches are broken, etc. Sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. This is a larger and
heavier lot that may require being shipped in multiple boxes.

202 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2037 steam locomotive and 6466W Lionel Lines whistle tender, C6 in original boxes. Loco box is
missing flaps, includes insert. Tender box has a tear in a tuck flaps fold, otherwise square and very solid with no missing
flaps.

203 Postwar Lionel O gauge 364 lumber loader in original box with five logs, inspection slip, and two inserts, C6 will clean to
look better. Box is super square and solid with faded flap.

204 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3462 milk car in original box with 3462P platform and thirteen milk cans. 3656 stockyard and
3656 Armour cattle car with instructions sheet and 3656-9 figures for cattle car. Trains look C6-7. Platform and stockyard
are C6. 3462 box is missing flaps. Milk cans have slight oxidation.

205 Postwar Lionel type ZW 275 watts in original OPS sticker box. Transformer looks C6 with white paint on
direction/whistle actuators, original cord (very supple). Box has some wear to flaps and bottom corners, square and solid
with no missing flaps. Original inspection slip included.

206 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3656 stock car with stockyard, two cars and two stockyards. Cars look C6 and C7. Slight
variations in trains, orange and yellow door variations on stockyards, and other variations.

207 Postwar Marx and Colber O and S gauge trains and accessories. O gauge gray plastic unnumbered steam loco, 490 steam
loco, Southern Pacific Lines and New York Central tenders, 715100 NYC gondola, NYC Pacemaker caboose. Five Marx
control panels, three Colber 114 snap on contactors in OB, one Marx bumper, one Colber bumper, Marx 0446 revolving
beacon tower in OB, Marx floodlight tower (chrome), Colber floodlight tower, and more. Some items are nicer C6-7.
Some have cracks and other imperfections. Grouping is sold as it is shown in our photos with no returns.

208 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 30 water tower in original box with insert and 96 control switch, C7. Box has staining, C7 in
shape, no missing flaps.
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209 Postwar Lionel O gauge 282 gantry crane with rewired controller, 460 piggyback platform, 6342 NYC culvert car with six
culverts, and 3460 flatcar with two LIONEL TRAINS trailer vans. 460 has chipped corner at one ramp, otherwise C6
grouping.

210 Postwar Lionel type ZW 250 watts transformer with supple original cord in reproduction box with repro. inserts, C6.
211 Postwar American Flyer S gauge 4B 100 watts transformer, two 8B 100 watts transformers, and six composite material
tunnels. Lot is sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. View the photos for more and better descriptions.

212 Postwar Lionel O gauge accessories, 38 water tower with hairlines in lid, 45 gateman, three 260 illuminated bumpers, 253
block control signal, and 156 station platform, C6.

213 Modern era Lionel and K-Line O gauge trains. 8556 C&O Chessie System NW2 diesel locomotive with paint specks and
hole drilled in nose shell, missing mounting screw. Loco is sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. 9324 Tootsie
Roll tank car, C7. and K-Line 665602 RB and B&B flatcar (Ringling Brothers, Barnum, and Bailey Circus) should clean
C6-7.

214 Postwar Lionel O gauge accessories in original boxes, C6 to C7. Most boxes have missing or detached flaps. Some
instructions sheets, inserts, etc. 45N automatic gateman, two 110 trestle sets, two 111 trestle sets, 167 whistle control, two
310 billboard sets, and 410 billboard blinker.

215 Modern era Bachmann Plasticville O gauge building kits in original boxes, five are factory sealed. Two No. 1957 coaling
stations, and No. 1958 Union Station, all opened and two instructions sheets, may or may not be complete. No. 1963
apartment house, and four No. 1964 TV Station kits, factory sealed C9-10. Some boxes have some wear, tape,
price/inventory stickers.

216 Modern era Bachmann Plasticville O gauge building kits in factory sealed original boxes, except one C9-10. Some boxes
have price sticker. Two No. 45985 Airport Terminal, No. 45983 Hobo Jungle, No. 45612 Trailer Park, No. 2556 Mobile
Home & Car (opened), No. 45990 Street & Boulevard Lights, and two No. 45987 Vehicle Assortment.

217 Postwar Plasticville O&S catalogs in a folder, 1950’s, 1960’s, 1970’s and other catalogs, checklist, etc. Very nice C7-8
area, some have some tape.

218 Postwar Plasticville O and S gauge building kits in original boxes. Kits may or may not be complete, but appear to be.
1700 129 Two-Story Colonial House, 1703 129 Colonial Mansion, 1803 149 Colonial Church, two 1603 100 Ranch House,
three 1502 89 Cape Cod House, 1600-100 Church, and 1801 149 Bank. Boxes show little to mild wear, couple
price/inventory stickers. 1703-129 OB has a torn and tape repaired corner.

219 Postwar Plasticville O and S gauge building kits in original boxes. Kits may or may not be complete, but appear to be.
1602 100 Post Office, two 1701 129 1-1/2 Story Rancher, 1503 89 Add-A-Floor for Apartment House, and three 1703 129
Colonial Mansion. Boxes show little to mild wear, couple price/inventory sticker, some clear taped corners, etc.

220 LGB modern G scale 20401 freight set from 1968. This appears to be version A with the black cab 2020 steam locomotive
with dummy headlight, brown 4030, and 4020 gondola. Trains only no track, transformer. 3 figures included. Trains are C7
area with some light scuffs on the loco plastic. Set lid is worn at corners and has two price stickers.

221 LGB modern G scale 20401 freight set from 1970-71. This appears to be version D with the black cab 2040 steam
locomotive with gold numbers, brown 4030, and 4020 gondola. Trains only no track, transformer. 3 figures included.
Trains are C7-8 area. Set lid has some light wear and two price stickers.

222 LGB modern G scale 1988 BTO 10th Anniversary set in OB. Set is C8-9 with very light if any run time. Clean set box and
master carton.

223 LGB modern G scale 20537 Fields Great Western set in OB. Set is C8 with run time. No track or transformer. OB has
light wear and price stickers.

224 LGB modern G scale 20501 Junior set in OB. Set is C7 with some light play wear to cars and light paint loss from loco
hand rails. Set lid has some mild wear. No transformer.
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225 LGB modern G scale 20501 Junior set in OB. Set is C7 with some light play wear to cars. Loco has gold lettering on
builders plate. Set lid has some mild wear. No transformer.

226 LGB modern G scale 20601L freight set in OB. Set is C7 with some light wear to loco smoke stack and run time. Set
includes track and figures. Set lid is worn with with split corners, but is complete.

227 LGB modern G scale 1989 Vedes 20th anniversary set in OB. Set is 1988SG. Set is C7-8 with run time. Set box has broken
plastic windows on front, light corner wear, and price stickers.

228 Aristo Craft modern G scale 22113 Baltimore and Ohio Alco RS-3 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco is C7-8 with run time.
One small piece of plastic noted broken in the box and one or two small paint chips on the loco. OB has some shelf wear
and price stickers.

229 LGB modern G scale 20528 yellow Schweiger passenger set in OB. Set is C8 with some run time. No transformer, but
track is included. Set lid has broken windows and some moisture damage, but trains are unaffected.

230 LGB modern G scale 3040 III/III passenger car in OB. OB has marking and price stickers on one end. Passenger car is C7
area with light scuffing on the roof and some discoloration of the plastic on the sides. OB has some light wear at the lower
corner.

231 LGB modern G scale 3040 passenger car in OB. Unpainted green plastic body with II/II class numbers. Roof has some
light discoloration. C7-8. OB has four marking stickers and light pencil writing on the label.

232 LGB modern G scale 21981 100th anniversary red nose jubilee passenger set in OB. Set is C8-9 with no major signs of run
time. Set is missing transformer. Set box has some very light wear and dust.

233 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include three 4067 Southern Pacific boxcars, two 4033 Chiquita
boxcars, and 4063 OBB boxcar. Cars are C7-8. OBs are shelf worn with some light moisture damage and staining.

234 LGB modern G scale passenger cars in OBs. Six cars include three 3007 brown 3/2 coaches, two blue and white 3012 III/II
coaches, and 3012 3/2 blue coach. OBs have shelf wear, staining, and price stickers.

235 LGB modern G scale 20313 DB electric locomotive in OB. Loco is C8-9 with very light run time. OB has marking
stickers, and light corner and edge wear.

236 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include two 4065 pink cabooses C6-7 with some spotting of the plastic,
two 4021 green high side gondolas, 4041 molded pinish red hopper, and 4066 log car with buffers that have been cut off
C6-7. OBs have some wear, label staining, and price stickers.

237 LGB modern G scale 4041 G gray hoppers in OBs. Two broken steps on each cars, otherwise C7-8. OBs have wear, some
staining, and price stickers.

238 LGB modern G scale 4067 Southern Pacific boxcar in OB. Tougher LT. WT. version. All heat stamped. OB has price
sticker, tape repaired inner carton, and corner and edge wear. Car is C7 area with some light wear at the edge of the roof.

239 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 4040 Shell tank car, 4030 light brown boxcar, 4068 Rio Grande
green stock car, 4029 boxcar, 4064 Rio Grande reefer (two broken hand rails), and Lowenbrau boxcar in water damaged
box. Cars are C7-8. OBs have price stickers, shelf wear, and some staining of labels.

240 LGB modern G scale 4031 Magnesium boxcars in OBs. One car has stickers in bag unused and is C8 with run time. The
second car was molded with two different types of plastic, door, door guide, and step has lightly yellowed. OBs have wear
and price stickers.

241 LGB modern G scale passenger cars in OBs. Four cars include 3010 III/III class green coach, 3009 2/2 coach, 3008 II/II
steel axle coach, and 3007 2/3 Zillertalbahn coach. Cars are C7-8. OBs have price stickers, corner and edge wear, and light
label wear.
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242 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include two 4020 light brown and brown gondolas, 4040 Shell yellow
tank car, 4030 brown boxcar, and two 4060 flat cars (might be missing one or two stakes). Cars are C7-8. OBs have light
moisture staining, price stickers, and corner and edge wear.

243 LGB modern G scale passenger cars in OBs. Four cars include 3008 2/2 coach, 3013 blue dining car with one broken step,
3000 2/2 coach, and 3050 III compartment coach. Cars are C7-8, a few small paint nicks noted. OBs have price stickers
and some light corner and edge wear. 3008 box has partially detached label.

244 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Three cars include tough 4040 Aral tank car with cracked railing on top, 4031
Magnesit boxcar, and 4031 Magnesium boxcar with some plastic wear. Cars are C7 to lower C8. OBs have marking
stickers, light skinning on labels, and some corner and edge wear.

245 LGB modern G scale passenger cars in OBs. Four cars include 3012 3/3 passenger car with partially broken coupler and
one broken hand rail, 3010 1/1 green coach, 3000 2/2 coach with some dirt and light plastic wear, and 3019 postal wagon
with light plastic wear on end of car. Cars are generally C&. OBs have some staining, light skinning, marking stickers, etc.

246 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 4060 light brown flat, 4040 Shell tank car, 4065 Rio Grande
caboose with broken end rails, 4030 brown boxcar, 4031 Magnesit boxcar with some light staining on plastic, and 4020
brown gondola. Cars are generally C7 area. OBs have price stickers, some label wear, and corner and edge wear.

247 LGB modern G scale passenger cars in OBs. Four cars include 3010 2/2 coach with small scratches on roof, 3010 III/III
coach, 3007 3/2 caramel coach, and 3007 light brown 3/2 coach. Cars are C7 to C8. OBs have marking stickers, some label
staining, and corner and edge wear.

248 LGB modern G scale passenger cars in OBs. Four cars include 3000 3/3 coach missing one roof vent, 3010 II/II coach,
3007 III/II Zillertalbahn brown coach, and 3000 2/2 brown coach. Cars are C7-8 with light plastic wear. OBs have marking
stickers, light label wear, and OBs have light wear.

249 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 4033 Chiquita boxcar, 4001 gray two axle flat car, 4020 brown
high side gondola, 4065 Rio Grande caboose, 4042 crane with broken pin, and 4063 brown double door boxcar. Cars are
C7-8 with run time and light play wear. OBs have stickers, light label wear, and corner and edge wear.

250 LGB modern G scale passenger cars in OBs. Four cars include 3010 1/1 coach, 3012 2/2 coach, 3010 III/III coach some
lettering wear, and 3011 III/III coach. Cars are C7 to C8. OBs have two labels missing or loose, corner and edge wear, and
price stickers.

251 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include two 4040 Shell tank cars, 4040 Aral tank car, 4030 brown
boxcar, and two 4001 gray flat cars. One flat has slightly warped steps, but none broken. Cars are C7-8, some with light
dirt on top of cars. OBs have stickers, light label wear, and corner and edge wear.

252 LGB and Primus modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 4021 green gondola, 4065 Rio Grande caboose,
4029 brown boxcar, 4030 brown boxcar, and two 30819 Primus postage wagons. Trains are C7-8. OBs have stickers,
light label wear, and corner and edge wear.

253 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include two 4030 brown boxcars, two 4020 brown gondolas, 4001 gray
flat car, and 4021 green gondola. Cars are C7-8. OBs have stickers, light label wear, and corner and edge wear.

254 LGB modern G scale 2050 olive green tram in OB. Tram is C7 area with light paint wear at the edge of the roof, and two
small paint nicks on the roof. OB had marking stickers, and some light corner wear, and clear tape at lower edge.

255 LGB modern G scale 2080 2-6-2 steam locomotive in OB. Harz-Querbahn loco is C7-8 with run time and one loose pilot
marker light. Inner carton has been heavily repaired and outer sleeve has some wear and marking stickers.

256 LGB modern G scale 2070 steam locomotive in OB. C6 with some dirt, weathering, decals have been painted with a clear
gloss, etc. OB has some light corner and edge wear. One partially broken coupler buffer.
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257 Bridgewerks modern G scale transformer in OBs. Includes Power-Mag 2425 which is rated at 24 volts at 25 amps. Also
included is UR-15 remote control system. Items appear to be C8-9 and might have been lightly used. All accessories and
cords appear to be attached.

258 LGB modern G scale 24600 diesel locomotive in OB. C8-9 with light run time. OB has one price sticker and very light
corner wear.

259 Hartland Locomotive Works modern G scale Mole Hill Railroad 4-4-0 steam locomotive in OB. Loco is C7 area with some
wear to the plating on the steam dome and handrails.

260 Aristo Craft modern G scale 22310 Santa Fe Alco A and B units in OBs. Trains are C6 with some signs of outdoor use,
light rust on hand rails. locos are dusty. No major broken parts noted. OBs have some wear.

261 Aristo Craft modern G scale 22005 Union Pacific Alco FA unit diesel locomotive in OB. Loco appears C8 however is
missing windshield wipers and horns. OBs have some light corner and edge wear.

262 Aristo Craft modern G scale 22314 Great Northern Alco FA unit diesel locomotive in OB. Loco appears C7-8 however is
missing a windshield wiper. OB has some light corner and edge wear.

263 LGB modern G scale 4032 F Floorshime Shoe boxcar in OB. Car is C7 with a few light spots on the plastic, and some light
paint wear at one edge of the roof. OB has been heavily tape repaired. OB also has price stickers on one end.

264 LGB modern G scale Coca Cola and Campbells boxcars in OBs. Two Coca Cola cars include 42911 and 4072 boxcars.
Campbells cars include three 4191CS boxcars and 41911 boxcar. Cars are C8 to lower C9 area. OBs have price and
marking stickers on one end.

265 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include two 4041 orange hopper cars, two 4067 F 01 New York Central
boxcars, and two 41140 flat with containers. Cars are generally C8 with run time. OBs have price and marking stickers on
the end.

266 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 4028 CC 1992 convention boxcar, 4231 CL Cluss beer boxcar,
4028 Kronenbourg beer car, 4041 hopper car, and two 4003 SR flats with containers. Cars are generally C8 with run time.
OBs have price and marking stickers on the end.

267 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 4059 flat missing autos, 4267S Lake George diesel sound
boxcar, 31840 US Postal combine, 40960 DB flat with cargo container, 40573 Stauder side car, and 44810 Albula boxcar.
OBs have some wear and price stickers . Cars are C7-8.

268 LGB modern G scale passenger cars in OBs. Six 3000 series cars. There are five brown and one red. One marked as having
incorrect roof. C6-7. OBs are worn with price stickers.

269 LGB modern G scale passenger cars in OBs. Six cars include three 3007 yellow Schweiger coaches, 3007D Jahre
Duisberg coach, 3007CC Indianapolis BTO convention coach, and 3007 Zillertalbahn 3/2 coach. Cars are C7 to C8. OBs
have some wear, one missing window, price stickers, etc.

270 LGB modern G scale 3007 coach in OB. Tough unfinished body without class numbers or markings. C8 with run time. OB
has marking stickers and very light corner wear.

271 LGB modern G scale Jahreswagen coaches in OBs. Five cars include three 1984, one 1982, and one 1983. 1982 coach OB
is very worn. Cars are C7 to C8 though. Other OBs have pricing stickers and marking stickers.

272 LGB modern G scale passenger cars in OBs. Five coaches include two 3008 2/2 coaches in incorrect OBs, 3008 3/3 coach
in incorrect OB, and two 3008 2/2 coaches. Cars are C7 to C8. OBs have some wear, price stickers, etc.

273 LGB modern G scale gold freight cars in OBs. Includes 4010 low side gondola and 4021 high side gondola. Cars are C8
with run time. OBs do not appear to be correct.
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274 LGB modern G scale passenger cars in OBs. Six cars include 3010 III/III coach, 3000 red 2/2 coach, 3015 2/2 coach, 3006
MF Fields and Great Western coach, 3014 3/3 coach with worn OB missing window, and 3015 coach. Cars are C7 to C8.
OBs have wear, price stickers, marking stickers, and corner and edge wear.

275 LGB modern G scale Christmas coaches in OBs. Four cars include three 35078 2007 coaches, and 36078 1998 coach. C9
-10. OBs have marking stickers and light shelf wear.

276 LGB modern G scale Christmas coaches in OBs. Four cars include 35079 2008 coaches C9-10. OBs have marking stickers
and light shelf wear.

277 LGB modern G scale Christmas coaches in OBs. Five cars include 35079 2008 coaches C9-10. OBs have marking stickers
and light shelf wear.

278 LGB modern G scale tough REA 4071 green reefers in OBs. Three cars include one with a repaired grab iron and brake
wheel. The other two are C8 with run time. OBs have some wear. One has label skinned end, one with faded marker
writing, and the other with just marking stickers.

279 LGB modern G scale passenger cars in OBs. Six cars include 3000 red 2/2 coach, 3000 brown 2/2 coach, 3000 red 2/2 with
soot roof, 3000 brown 3/3 coach, 3107 Lake George 1/1 coach, and 31071 Gemeinde Jenbach coach. Cars are C7 to C9.
OBs have some light to moderate wear and marking stickers.

280 LGB modern G scale passenger cars in OBs. Six cars include 3014 3/3 coach, 0314 2/2 coach, 3014 2/2 coach, 3010 III/III
coach, 3010 III/III coach, and 31073 ZB 2nd class coach. Cars range C6+ to C8. Boxes for 3014 are very worn. OBs have
price and marking stickers.

281 LGB modern G scale passenger cars in OBs. Five cars include 3707 red Bergliesl bottle car, 3907 1990 Berlin wall coach,
36064 Santa Fe Cimarron coach, 3007DU Jahre Duisberg coach and 3150 red Eisenbahn coach missing one roof vent.
Cars are C7-8. OBs have light wear and marking stickers.

282 LGB modern G scale passenger cars in OBs. Six cars include 3000 2/2 coach missing brake wheel, 3000 2/2 coach, 30800
Denver & Rio Grande Western coach, 3061 Baumer coach with cracked truss rod, 3007 coach, and 3009 2/2 coach. OB
may be incorrect. Cars are lower C7 to C8. OBs have price and marking stickers as well as light wear.

283 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 4290VW VW sport boxcar, 4191CS Campbell’s boxcar, 43913
Seaboard Meteor boxcar, 4067 Santa Fe boxcar, 4072 Miller boxcar, and 48670 Sandy River boxcar. Cars are generally C7
-8. OBs have marking stickers and price stickers.

284 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 3712 Santa Fe wood boxcar in incorrect OB, 4067 F01 New
York Central boxcar, 46675 LGB club boxcar, 45672 laugh boxcar with sound, 4072-P01 Colorado Midland reefer with
loose hatch handle, and 4167 WP&Y boxcar. Cars are C7-8. OBs have some light wear, marking stickers, etc.

285 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include two 4032L Lowenbrau beer reefers, 4140-193 Lake George and
Boulder tank car, 4041 hopper car, 4003 SK Sammler Katalog flat with yellow container, and 4002/69 Freizeit Hobby flat
with container.

286 LGB modern G scale 21881 Uintah Railway Co. 50 locomotive in original box. Loco is C8-9 with very light signs of run
time. OB has light wear and marking stickers.

287 LGB modern G scale 2055 White Pass and Yukon diesel locomotive in OB. Loco appears C7-8 however loco has shell
taped to body with screws in a bag in the box as well as a loose electronics board and missing switch cover on the roof.
Sold as is shown in the photos.

288 LGB modern G scale 2119 custom Circus locomotive in OB. Loco is custom painted and decorated to C7-8 condition with
some run time.

289 LGB modern G scale 2019 S Colorado Southern 2-6-0 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features sound. Loco has been
custom weathered and is C7+ condition. OB has light corner and edge wear.
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290 LGB modern G scale Union Pacific Mikado steam locomotive in OB. Loco features smoke and sounds. Loco is C8 with
run time. Tender deck is detached but in OB. OB has some light corner and edge wear.

291 LGB modern G scale 41580 DEAG depressed center flat car with transformer and 40560 operating slag car both in OBs.
Also included is 10154 activation track and bin. Cars are C8-9 with very little if any signs of run time. OBs have some light
corner and edge wear.

292 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 42260 Augsburger wagon, 41170 sugar cane flats, 40680 Rio
Grande stock car, 41730 C&S high side gondola, 40650 Rio Grande caboose, and 45600 Colorado Southern flat car set.
Cars are C8-9 with very light if any run time. OBs have some light corner and edge wear.

293 LGB modern G scale Warner Brothers freight cars in OBs. Five cars includes 34840 Granny’s Musical review baggage,
94108 Road Runner exploding boxcar, 44646 Christmas caboose, 69772 Tasmanian Devil powered and sound equipped
tender and 35065 Pepe LePew dining car. Cars are C8-9 with very light run time. OBs have light corner and edge wear.

294 LGB and Aristo Craft modern G scale cars in OBs. Includes LGB 44750 Colorado Southern combo car and 81404 Aristo
East Broadtop hopper. C8-9. OBs have some very light wear at corners.

295 LGB / Aster modern G scale 20831 Rio Grande K-28 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features all metal construction, high
level of detail, original wooden case, etc. Loco is unrun beyond factory testing C9. Incredible locomotive.

296 LGB modern G scale 72402 construction set in OB. Loco features sound and smoke. Set is C8+ with very faint signs of run
time. OB has some light wear and warping to lid.

297 LGB modern G scale 72997 Warner Brothers Acme Railways set in OB. Set is C8 with very little run time. Set is missing
one figure. Set box has light corner and edge wear.

298 LGB modern G scale Jumbo Transformer in OB. Catalog number is 50101. Transformer is C8-9. OB shows light corner
wear.

299 LGB and Railking modern G scale items. Includes LGB 19902 track expansion pack, and 70-14008 Railking operating
track section kit. C8-9.

300 MTH / Railking 1 gauge modern G scale 70-3001-1 New York Central Hudson steam locomotive in OB. Loco features
Protosound 2.0, DCS control, Protosmoke, and more. Loco is C8-9 however loco boiler is loose from the front of the
frame, either has a missing screw or broken mount. Only affects the locomotive when picked up by body. OB has some
light spotting and corner and edge wear.

301 USA Trains modern G scale R22105 Chessie GP-7 in OB. All handrails still packed in box. Loco is C8-9 with very light if
any run time. OB has some corner and edge wear.

302 LGB modern G scale 2019 S Colorado Southern 2-6-0 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features sound. Loco is C8-9 with
very light if any run time. OB has some light corner and edge wear.

303 LGB modern G scale passenger cars in OBs. Four cars include 3013 SD yellow 150 Jahre Deutsche diner, 34076
Hollerhansel green coach, 3081 3081 Rio Grande combo car, and 3060 baumer coach in incorrect OB. Cars are C7-8. OBs
have marking stickers and price stickers.

304 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 3019 European postal wagon, 4031 750 year Berlin car 4003CS
Capri-Sanne container car, 4028 CS Christmann Katalog boxcar, 4029CL brown Euro boxcar in incorrect OB, and 40821
Primus blue gondola. Cars are C7-8. OBs have marking stickers and price stickers.

305 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 4067 Rio Grande boxcar, two 4028CS Christmann Katalog
boxcars, 4071 White Pass caboose, 44710 White Pass caboose, and 4091CC San Diego convention boxcar in incorrect OB.
Trains are generally C8. OBs have price stickers, marking stickers, and some light corner and edge wear.

306 LGB modern G scale 40049 DB ore car four pack in OB. C8. OB has some very light corner and edge wear.
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307 LGB modern G scale 20202 blue and white trolley set in OB. Set is C8 with light run time, however pantographs have
some paint chipping. OB has some corner and edge wear along with marking stickers.

308 LGB modern G scale 4040 WCL white blank tank cars. OBs are incorrect. Cars are C8 with run time.
309 LGB modern G scale 4037 Circus flat possible prototype. No definitive markings. See photos for best description.
Otherwise car is C7 with a few small paint chips.

310 LGB modern G scale incredibly tough 4031-0000 Cluss Beer boxcar in OB. Only 100 produced, this is number 71. Car is
very nice C8 with some light run time. See photos for best description. OB has marking stickers but is very clean.

311 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include two 4032L Lowenbrau beer boxcars one with detached emblem,
4031 FHS Freizeit Hobby boxcar, 48670 Sandy River boxcar, 4002-69 Freizeit hobby container car, and 4031 Magnesium
boxcar. Cars are C7-8. OBs have marking stickers, price stickers, and light corner and edge wear.

312 LGB modern G scale locomotives and tender. Includes 20875 dark green Primus loco, 2040 0-4-0 loco, 2020CL early
brown Stainz #2 and 20156 unpowered tender. Trains are C6-7.

313 Aristo Craft modern G scale 21209 Santa Fe 0-4-0 steam locomotives. Both locos missing bells. C7.
314 LGB modern G scale 2050CL No. 102 steam tram. C6-7 with some plating loss on roof details, and some light paint loss
inside headlight housings. Also some light plastic wear.

315 LGB modern G scale 4044 gondolas in OBs. Eleven gondolas are C7 to C8 condition. OBs have some light corner and
edge wear along with marking stickers.

316 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs, Thirteen cars include five 4043 tipper cars, five 4046 flats with cable reels, and
three 3530 platform cars. Cars are C7 to C8 condition. OBs have some light corner and edge wear along with marking
stickers.

317 LGB modern G scale freight cars include five 4010 low side gondolas, 4011 low side gondola, two 3510 gondolas, 4044
gondola, six 4047 Cask cars, 3510 gondola. Cars are C7 to C8. OBs have some light corner and edge wear along with
marking stickers.

318 Marklin modern G scale 54501 Swiss tank locomotive in OB. Loco is C8+ with light run time. OB has some light shelf
wear.

319 Marklin modern G scale 54501 Swiss tank locomotive in OB. Loco is C8+ with light run time. Also included is 5488
Central Pacific caboose. OBs have some light shelf wear.

320 Aristo Craft modern G scale REA Southern Pacific Southern Pacific passenger cars in OBs. Includes three 31006 coaches
and three 31206 observation cars. Cars are C7-8. OBs have some fading and wear.

321 LGB modern G scale 4064 Rio Grande boxcars in OBs. All four cars are series B. One car has broken door pins. Otherwise
cars are C7-8. OBs have some shelf wear and marking stickers. OBs have some fading and wear.

322 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars includes three 4065 Rio Grande cabooses, two 4002 flats with cable
reels, and 4067 Southern Pacific reefer. Cars are generally C7-8

323 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 4063 OBB boxcar, 4033 Chiquita boxcar, two 4041 OEG
hoppers one bad step, 4032CL Tucher beer car, and 4011 low side gondola. Cars are generally C7-8. A few small scratches
and light wear. OBs have marking stickers, price stickers and some wear.

324 LGB modern G scale 1989 Vedes 20th anniversary set in OB. Set is 1988VCL. Set is C7-8 with run time and a few small
paint nicks and set is missing one coach. Set box has light wear, especially around handle. OB also has marking and price
stickers.
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325 LGB modern G scale 25000CL Pennsylvania Brunswick freight set in OB. Set is missing track and transformer. Trains are
generally C8 with run time. OB has corner and edge wear and price sticker.

326 LGB modern G scale 25000CL Pennsylvania Tuscan freight set in OB. Set is missing track and transformer. Trains are
generally C8 with run time. OB has corner and edge wear and price sticker.

327 LGB modern G scale 21981 100th anniversary red nose jubilee passenger set in OB. Set is C8 with run time. Set is missing
transformer. Set box has some wear at corners and edges.

328 LGB modern G scale 20502 goods train set in OB. Set is missing track, transformer, and figures. Set is C7 with a few small
tan paint spots on loco. Set box has some corner and edge wear.

329 LGB modern G scale 20537 Fields Great Western set in OB. Set is C8 with run time. No transformer. OB has light wear
and price stickers.

330 LGB modern G scale 20401 version A train set in OB. Set missing track, transformer, and figures. Trains are C7 condition
with run time and some light plastic wear. Set box has corner and edge wear.

331 LGB modern G scale 1988 BTO 10th Anniversary set in OB. Set is C7 area with run time and water damaged set box.
Trains appear to be unaffected. Set serial number is 181.

332 LGB modern G scale 1988 BTO 10th Anniversary set in OB. Set is C8 with run time. Set box is clean. Set serial number is
239.

333 LGB modern G scale 20301 version B. passenger set in OB. Set is C7 missing track and transformer and figures. Trains
have some light wear and dust Set lid is worn with heavy damage to the top.

334 LGB modern G scale 20401 steam freight set in OB. Set is C6-7 loco has some dents in the plastic on one side and they
appear to have been touched up. Set is missing track transformer and figures. Set lid is very worn, but complete.

335 LGB modern G scale 20537 Fields Great Western set in OB. Set is C8 with run time. No transformer or track. OB has
light wear and price stickers.

336 USA Trains modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 15154 UTLX tank car, 19201 Union Pacific boxcar, 1613
-516 Santa Fe reefer, 13027 2009 Christmas car, 13015 1997 Christmas car, and 16299 Santa Fe reefer. Cars are C8-9. OBs
have price stickers and light corner and edge wear.

337 LGB modern G scale 20420 Swiss MOB electric locomotive in OB. Loco is C8 with run time and some light shelf dust,
loco is missing one front hand rail. OB has some light corner and edge wear.

338 USA Trains and Aristo Craft modern G scale freight and passenger cars in OBs. Six cars include 30306 Christmas
passenger car, 31025 Christmas coach, 41606 Baltimore and Ohio tank car, 46309 Rio Grande flat, and 1611US-5167
Santa Fe boxcar. Cars are C8-9. OBs have some corner and edge wear along with price stickers.

339 LGB modern G scale 2019 S Colorado Southern 2-6-0 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features sound. Loco is C8 with run
time. Items have come from a smoking household. OB has corner and edge wear.

340 Bachmann Spectrum G Scale Ely- Thomas shay steam loco in OB. Features smoke, sound and much more. Loco comes
with instructions. Loco is C7-8 with two small broken detail parts and run time. OB has some corner and edge wear.

341 LGB modern G scale freight cars without boxes. Seven cars include 4041 hopper with two broken steps and cracked rail,
3020 tough green postal wagon, two 4003CS Capri Sonne container cars, 4040E Esso tank car, 4021 high side gondola,
and 121 Sandy River boxcar missing all grab irons. Cars are C6+ to lower C8.

342 LGB modern G scale passenger cars. Seven cars without OBs include 32710 BEG combine with scuff on roof and one
broken coupler buffer, 32700 BEG coach, 3006CL Dodge City coach, 3006BP Buffalo Pass coach, 3007 unmarked coach,
3008 3/3 coach with broken step, and 3007 Roskothen Dusiberg Jubilaums coach
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343 LGB modern G scale gondolas. Five gondolas include 40281 Primus blue gondola, one 4021 green gondola, 4021 OW
green gondola with one bad step, 4021 green gondola, and 4020 brown gondola. Cars are C7 to C8.

344 LGB modern G scale freight cars. No boxes. Includes two 4031 Freizeit boxcars, 4041 coal hopper with partially cracked
step, 4065F Florsheim caboose with wear, and two cracked rails, 4065G01 Colorado Southern caboose with one removed
end, missing stack, etc, 4030 brown postal wagon, and 4080Y01 Trans-Con tank car. Cars are C6 to C7+

345 LGB modern G scale 20501 Junior set in OB. Set is C7-8 with some light play wear to cars and light paint loss from loco
hand rails. Set lid has some mild wear and marking stickers. No transformer.

346 Modern era Bachmann Spectrum G scale No. 81197 36 ton 2 truck 3 cylinder Class B Shay steam locomotive and tender
in OB. Custom lettered for the Mole Hill Railroad. Loco is C6-7 with loose screws noted in inner carton, dust, and a few
areas of wear on the loco. OB has corner and edge wear.

347 Rigi and Jaegerndorfer Jackson Hole aerial tram sets in OBs. C7-8. OBs have some light corner wear. Rigi tram is in
incorrect OB.

348 LGB modern G scale 2090 N D10 diesel switcher in OB. Loco has light run time. OB shows some light wear C8.
349 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 47914 New York Central boxcar, 41911 Campbell’s boxcar,
43030 white container car, 43740 El Producto boxcar, 48670 Sandy River boxcar, and 4073 Denver Garden convention
gondola. Cars are C8-9. OBs have price stickers, 4073 box has some writing on end.

350 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 69231 American tender in incorrect OB without sound, 30170
coach, 48670 Sandy River boxcar, 42911 Coca-Cola boxcar, 45500 flat with radial bolsters, and 4032F Florsheim boxcar.
Cars are C7-8. OBs have some light wear and price stickers.

351 Aristo Craft modern G scale Canadian Pacific 22002 Alco FA diesel locomotives in OBs. Both locos are C7 with light
wear and dirt. OBs have some corner and edge wear along with price stickers.

352 USA Trains modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include CAGRS-2 convention observation car, Beavervscl-01-N
Beaver Valley Salt boxcar, R1991CCCL-01 Orange Boy boxcar, Norpac-0000 Northern Pacific boxcar, and three of the
five USA91-5TRCL-01-N Tournament of Roses boxcars. Cars are generally C8. OBs have some light wear and price
stickers.

353 LGB modern G scale flat cars in OBs. Eight cars include four brown 4060 Rio Grande, two painted black Rio Grande
4060, 4060CL Rio Grande with crackle finish paint, and 4000CL black flat. OBs have price stickers and marking stickers.
OBs also have some wear and staining.

354 Astron VS-20M Transformer with OB. Includes all paperwork. Plugged in and appears to power up fine. C8.
355 LGB modern G scale freight cars. Includes two 94021 Primus green high side gondolas, 4042 crane, 3000CL 3/3 coach,
4044 gondola, and 4043 dump car without box. Cars are C7-8.

356 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 94365 circus caboose, two 4065F Florsheim cabooses (no
broken parts noted), 4011 green low side gondola, 3007 2/2/ coach, and 93401 coach. Trains are C7-8. OBs
have marking stickers and various degrees of wear.

357 Large box of G scale sound boards, speakers, two ohm meters, and more. At least 15 boxed kits. Box is marked dead sound
systems. So this will be sold for parts only with no returns. See photos for best description.

358 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes six 4470 Harbor Crane sets. All sealed brand new. Retail of just under $300.
359 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes five 4314 Airport Cargo sets in OBs. All sealed brand new. Retail of $250.
360 Playmobil new old store stock. 81399 Future Planet store display including the following kits 5149, 5150, 5151, 5152,
5153, 5154, and 5155. Assortment opened for inspect but is brand new unused.
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361 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes five 4884 Manger Scene sets. All sealed brand new. Retail of $175.
362 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes six 4323 RC compatible Euro Trans big rig trucks. All sealed brand new. Retail
of $450.

363 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes four 5151 Future Planet explore quad kits, and two 5153 Dark Rangers
Headquarters one box has very light water damage. All sealed brand new. Retail of $320. Also included in this lot is
a large Playmobil display for future planet and Playmobil sign. Due to the size we will not be able to ship this lot,
pick up arrangements may be made after the auction. Sold as is.

364 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes five 5156 Dark Rangers RC vehicles with IR knock out cannon. All sealed
brand new. Retail of just under $250.

365 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes three 4828, 4830, two 4464, 4216, 5122, 4825, and two 4308. All sealed brand
new. Retail of just under $300.

366 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes 4044, 3257, 4854, 4488, two 5105, 4494, 4802, 4341, and 4832. All sealed
brand new. Retail of just under $200.

367 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes 5150, two 5155, 5103, 4206, two 4888, and three 4891. All sealed brand new.
Retail of just under $270.

368 Playmobil new old store stock. 82185 Zoo dealer display. includes kits 4464, 4462, 4467, 4468. Opened for inspection, but
unused.

369 Playmobil new old store stock. 89404 Secret Agent dealer display. includes kits 4875, 4876, and 4882. Opened for
inspection, but unused.

370 Playmobil new old store stock. 82109 dinosaur dealer display. includes kits 4171 4170, 4172, 4175, 4174, and 4173.
Opened for inspection, but unused.

371 Playmobil 1.2.3 new old store stock. Includes two 6771 two 6670, three 6772, and 6766 with sound. All sealed brand
new. Retail of just under $270.

372 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes 4324 school set and 4279 musical suburban house. All sealed brand new. Retail
of $350.

373 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes two 5100 stone age cave sets and 5120 farm house sets. All sealed brand new.
Retail of just under $280.

374 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes eight 4825 Firefighter with water pump sets. All sealed brand new. Retail of
just under $250.

375 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes two 4255 Royal Treasury, 4212 Hansel and Gretel set, 4858 open air
pool, and two 4296 Wedding Church. All sealed brand new. Retail of just under $300.

376 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes 4310 Pacific Airplane, 3072 Farm, 5127 Car Ferry, and 4323 RC compatible Euro
Trans big rig. All sealed brand new. Retail of just under $300.

377 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes three 3265, 4321, 4366, 4442, and 4340. All sealed brand new. Retail of just
under $260.

378 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes 4221, 4851, 4281, 4859, 4047, and 4304. All sealed brand new. Retail of just
under $250.

379 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes 4245, 7145, 4239, 4249, two 4830, and three 4044. All sealed brand new.
Retail of just over $300.

380 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes five 4187, two 3257, 4216, 4830, 4484, 5150, 5103, 4846, 4484, and 4805. All
sealed brand new. Retail of just over $300.
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381 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes three 4843 Treasure Hunters camps, 4043 construction set, and two 7873 Sheriffs
Office. All sealed brand new. Retail of $225.

382 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes two 4206, 4845, two 4131, two 4193, 4494, 5122, 4891, 4304, and
4234. All sealed brand new. Retail of just over $300.

383 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes ten 4319, 4854, three 4841, 4265, and 4255. All sealed brand new. Retail of
just under $300.

384 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes 5105, 4484, 5103, 5330, 4801, two 3257, 4245, 4247, 4891, 4488, 4846, 4494,
4187, 4846. All sealed brand new. Retail of just over $300.

385 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes 7774, four 3094, 6215, 4461, and 6220. All sealed brand new. Retail of just
over $170

386 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes two 4879 Top Agent wireless spy cameras in OBs. All sealed brand new. Retail
of just over $220.

387 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes seventeen 4196, seven 4755, four 4691, three 4690, seven 4753, and eight 3514.
All sealed brand new.

388 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes six 4800, three 4277, two 4860, three 4248, three 4694, three 4695, three 4662,
four 4663, and ten 4741. All sealed brand new.

389 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes four 5138, two 5136, two 5107, three 5108, five 5109, three 4348, three 5126, nine
5141, two 5112, 5111. All sealed brand new.

390 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes two 4339, three 5114, three 5115, 5116, 5117, seven 4775, five 3328, nineteen
4646, eight 4675, eight 4752, five 4682, ten 4679. All sealed brand new.

391 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes four 4885, two 4727, two 4703, two 4728, two 5200, two 5201, eight 4716, two
5188, two 5196, two 5197, twelve 4618, six 4328, three 4289, and 4327. All sealed brand new.

392 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes thirteen 4467, three 5104, fourteen 4191, four 4849, four 4478, five 4349, seven
4685, two 4238, two 4408, four 4686, three 4756, eight 4630, three 4742, two 4684, two 4744, 5194, and 4729. All sealed
brand new.

393 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes two 4342, two 4812, two 4809, two 4810, 4840, six 4672, three 4683, three 4678,
two 4747, four 4890, 4887, 4226, 4339. All sealed brand new.

394 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes four 4256, five 4817, 4816, 4814, twelve 4198, two 4814, 4813, 4864, 4285, two
4815, 4298, 4309, seven 4861, five 4863, three 4298, and three 4299. All sealed brand new.

395 Playmobil 1-2-3 new old store stock. Includes 6740, 6748, three 6764, 6749, 6954, 6917, two 6767. and two 7244 without
boxes. All brand new.

396 Playmobil new old store stock. Includes 4206, 4207, 4208, pool set, a few vehicles, 3094 car, 3174 pirate ship etc. See
photos for best description. Most items appear new.

397 Carrera slot car new old stock inventory. Includes five 10105 Mobil 1 receiver towers and five 10107 wireless speed
controllers. Items are brand new sealed.

398 Carrera slot car new old stock inventory. Includes two 20581 lap counters and three 30357 position towers. Items are brand
new sealed.

399 Carrera slot car new old stock inventory. Includes 42008 digital lap counter, two 71595 electronic lap counters (one water
damaged box), and 10101 wireless set. Items are brand new sealed.
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400 Carrera slot car new old stock inventory. Includes two 20579 high banked 4/15 curve sets, two 20576 high banked 3/30
curve sets, and 20574 1/30 banked curved set. Items are brand new sealed.

401 Carrera slot car new old stock inventory. Includes seven 30308 crossovers and five 30306 crossovers. Items are brand
new sealed.

402 Carrera slot car new old stock inventory. Includes 20571 1/60, 20573 3/30, 20587 crossing, and two 20578 4/15 curves.
Items are brand new sealed.

403 Carrera slot car new old stock inventory. Includes two 30361 pit stop adapter, six 30303 pit stop extensions, three 61618
lane change sections, two 20577 1/30 curves, 30350 narrow section left, and 30322 double lane change. Items are brand
new sealed.

404 Carrera slot car new old stock inventory. Includes three 71590 electronic lap counters and five 61613 looping sets. Items
are brand new sealed.

405 Carrera slot car new old stock inventory. Includes twelve 61603 curve packs, seven 61609 cross over packs, three 61616
junctions, three 61602 straight packs, two 42004 cross overs, 61646 banked curve, three 61512 connecting sections in
repaired packs missing connectors, 61611 curves in repaired packs, and six loose curves. Items are brand new sealed.

406 Carrera slot car new old stock inventory. Includes 21102 press tower, 21103 press tower extension. two 21105 VIP floors,
21104 pit stop lane, two 21119 foot bridges, and two 21120 foot bridges. Items are brand new sealed.

407 Carrera slot car new old stock inventory. Includes five 20593 inside shoulder set for 4/15 curves and four 20592 inside
shoulder set for 3/30 curves. Items are brand new sealed.

408 Carrera slot car new old stock inventory. Includes three 20597 outside shoulders for crossing, five 20595 inside shoulder
for 3/30 banked curves, and four 20596 4/15 high banked curves. Items are brand new sealed.

409 Carrera slot car new old stock inventory. Includes three 20591 inside shoulder for 2/30 curves, three 20590 inside shoulder
for 1/30 curves, two 20568 outside shoulders for 4/15 curves, 20580 outside shoulder for 4/15 high banked curves, and two
20567 outside shoulders for 1/30 curves. Items are brand new sealed.

410 Carrera slot car new old stock inventory. Includes 20565 outside shoulder for 2/30 curves, five 20564 outside shoulders for
1/30 curves, and five 20563 outside shoulders for 3/30 curves. Items are brand new sealed.

411 Carrera slot car new old stock inventory. Includes three 30359 shoulder complement, 20598 end sections outside shoulder
curve, three 30358 shoulder connection section, 20566 outside shoulders for high banked 3/30 curves, five 20600
connecting pieces, three 20603 outside shoulders, 20602 pit stop lane, 205062 outside shoulder for 2/30 curves, and 20551
inside shoulders for 1/60 curves. Items are brand new sealed.

412 Carrera slot car new old stock inventory. Includes 30361 pit stop adapter unit, 71595 electronic lap counter, 30354 start
light, and 30353 driver display. Items are brand new sealed.

413 Carrera slot car new old stock inventory. Includes 61613 looping set, two 61604 bridge parts, 20560 outside shoulders,
seven 61642 3D support, 10102 connecting section, 20572 2/30 curves, 30343 lane change sections, 30360 adapter unit,
30345 lane change section, 10102 wireless connecting section, three 20612 1/4 straights, and 61641 jump set. Items are
brand new sealed.

414 Carrera slot car new old stock inventory. Twenty one figure sets include three 21121, three 21115, 21111, 21107, 21108,
three 21106, three 21114, four 21113, and 21110. Items are brand new sealed.

415 Large group of Carrera slot car parts. Includes eight 20763 decoders, eleven 83000 series axles, two 83045 tire sets, ten
85202 high banked curve supports, box full of new brushes and parts, seven bags of track connection clips, eight bags
85208 track connection sticks, nineteen 20361 contact brushes, four 89107 guide keels, seven 20362 brush 10 packs, ten
85204 red track clips, nineteen 85205 metal clips. and three 83000 series motors. Items are brand new sealed.
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416 Carrera slot cars. Five cars including two Corvettes, two Mustangs, and Camaro. All have been raced and have light body
wear. Sold as is.

417 Carrera slot car set 30123 NASCAR set in OB. Set has been very lightly used, but is complete. Set is marked as needing a
new control panel as the original was defective. Box has water damage to one side.

418 Thomas and Friends wooden Railway LC99643 2 in 1 play board. Brand new in the original box.
419 Thomas and Friends wooden Railway LC99608 Island of Sodor play table. Brand new in the original box. Retails for $229
420 Thomas and Friends wooden Railway LC99608 Island of Sodor play table. Brand new in the original box. Retails for $229
421 Thomas and Friends wooden Railway LC99632 storage drawer Brand new in the original box.
422 Chugginton wooden railway system LC56980 Chugginton Rides the Rails play table. Sealed in original box. Retails for
$280.

423 Thomas and Friends LC99540 adventure play board. New in original box.
424 Noch modern G scale scenery supplies. Four large boxes FILLED with Terra Form supplies. 95% are new in the original
packaging, but a bit dusty. Would estimate $300-$400 worth of retail. See photos for best description. This lot will ship in
multiple large boxes.

425 Marklin modern HO 42755 Orient Express passenger set in OB. Set is new C9-10. OB has price sticker on the lid.
426 Marklin modern Z scale 88052 30th anniversary locomotive in the light bulb in OB. C8-9. OB has some light shelf wear.
427 Marklin modern HO scale 37789 clear shell ICE three car set in OB. C8-9 area with very light wheel marks. OB has some
light shelf wear.

428 Marklin modern HO scale 33712 ICE four car set in OB. C8-9 area with very light wheel marks. OB has some light shelf
wear and small spots of skinning.

429 Marklin modern HO 43600 six car passenger set in OB. Set is C9 area with no major signs of run time. OB has some light
staining on lid.

430 Marklin modern HO 37606 DB diesel passenger train set in OB. Set features two powered cars, sound, digital control and
more. Set is C9 area with no major signs of run time.

431 Marklin modern HO 37623 Milwaukee Road F7 A-B diesel locomotive set in OB. Set is C8+ with light run time.
432 Marklin modern HO 37172 series 27 2-10-0 steam locomotive in OB. Loco is C8-9 with very light if any run time. OB has
some very light wear.

433 Marklin modern HO 37843 BR-50 2-10-0 steam locomotive in OB. Loco is C9 area with no major signs of run time. OB
has some very light shelf wear.

434 Marklin modern HO BSR class EG 2 x 2/2 electric locomotive in OB. Loco is equipped with digital decoder. C9. OB has
orange mark on one end and light corner wear.

435 Marklin modern HO 34662 DSB diesel locomotive in OB. Loco is C8-9 with very light run time. OB has some
discoloration.

436 Marklin modern HO 33913 BR 03.10 steam locomotive in OB. Loco is C9 area with no major signs of run time. Loco
features digital decoder. OB has some light corner and edge wear.

437 Marklin modern HO 37366 Co-Co SSB/ FFS Ae 6/6 electric locomotive in OB. Loco features digital decoder. Loco is C9
area with no major signs of run time.
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438 Marklin modern HO 37373 Starlight Express BR 101 electric locomotive in OB. Loco features digital decoder and is C9
area with no major signs of run time. OB has small area of skinning.

439 Marklin modern HO 39971 TVT catenary maintenance train set in OB. Loco features sound, digital decoder, and soft
drive. Set is C9-10.

440 Marklin modern HO steam locomotives in OBs. Includes 33043 BR 80 steam locomotive and 37141 tank loco. Locos are
C8-9.

441 Marklin modern HO 39182 BR 128 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features sound, digital decoder, and more. Loco is C9
area with no major signs of run time.

442 Marklin modern HO 26831 rotary snow plow set in OB. Set appears to be C8, however box is marked that set needs
repaired. Sold as is.

443 Marklin modern HO locomotives in OBs. Includes 37654 BR 261 and 30321 BR 81. Locos are C8-9. OBs have some light
wear and skinning.

444 Marklin modern HO freight cars in OBs. Six cars in OBs. Includes 46365, 48756, 46753, and 47040. Cars are C8-9. OBs
have very light wear.

445 Marklin modern HO passenger cars in OBs. Six cars include 43707, 43721, and 43727 ICE cars, 43300 Interreigo cab
control car, 4232 Rollende Landstabe coach, and 4286 DB coach. Cars are C8-9. OBs have some light dust and price
stickers.

446 Marklin modern HO 42760 Orient Express two car passenger set in OB. Set is C9 area however one partially broken hand
rail noted.

447 Marklin modern HO 33622 Santa Fe F7 A diesel locomotive in OB. Loco is C8-9 with very light run time. OB has two
small rips in the front of the box.

448 Marklin modern HO 34231 VT 133 009 rail bus in OB. C8 with run time.
449 Marklin Z gauge loco, cars, and accessories. Includes 8861 Southern Pacific F7 A unit, 86619 KPEV freight car three pack,
8793 passenger car three pack, 82060 oil tank three pack, 80613 and 80617 Christmas cars, three 601226 street lamps,
three 601231 street lamps, and two 601228 lamps. Items are C8 to C10.

450 Marklin digital products. Includes two 6088 decoder S 88, four 6073 decoders, five 6080 decoders, 6604 Delta control, and
6605 Delta Pilot. Items are C9-10. OBs have some light wear.

451 Marklin modern electronics including 56560 diesel sound system and 7687 digital turntable controller. C9-10. OBs have
light corner wear.

452 Large group of Marklin parts, accessories, etc. Includes 56294 curved ramp, 603026 wire stripper, 603361 crimper, four
74490 switches, 7149 oiler, 7205 couplers, 72060 couplers, 02420 smoke fluid, 24215 curved pack, two packs of 7018
contact wire,7014 contact wire, 7277 contact wire, two packs of 7525 cantilever arms, three packs of 7015 contact wires,
7013 contact wire, 7278 contact wire, pack of 7023 contact wire, three 6089 decoder cables, four packs of 7117, two packs
of 7131, 56293 straight ramp, two Seuthe smoke units, four 7077 passenger car lights, 7195 number sign set, four 7164
pickup shoes, four 8954 isolating and joining clips, and a few other odds and ends. See photos for best description. MO
scale two rail items are NOS.

453 Marklin modern HO freight cars in OB. Includes 48157 DB tank car, 46117 fire extinguishing water car, and 44530 glass
Vodka tank car. Cars are C9-10.

454 Marklin gauge 1 track and accessories. Includes two 5977 right hand switches, 5965 left hand switch, two 5602 bumpers,
5917 straight track, 5922 curved track, 5916 straight track, and two 56600 pallet and barrel sets. Items are C9-10.
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455 Preiser G scale figure sets in OBs. Sets include five 54822, 54818, two 54651, three 54654, two 54821, 54819. 54803,
three 45012, 45011, two 45127, two 45134, 45002, 54805, 54951, 54623, 54801, 54551, 54951. Items are C9-10

456 Preiser G scale figure sets in OBs. Sets include six 54822, five 47061, two 54608, two 47025, two 54552, three 47047, two
54554, two 47093, 45156, 47534, three 54101, 54751, 47092, 47088, 47093, 54613, 47005, 4705745040, 47100, 54609,
45110, 45134, 54604, 57107, 47711, 54622, 54752, 54551, 54605, 54751,

457 Six MRC sound systems in OBs. Includes three AA552 City and Country sounds, and three 7000GS sound generator only.
C9-10.

458 MRC AD501 Power Station 8 transformers in OBs. Each is rated for 168 Watts and 8 Amps. C9-10.
459 Crest modern G Scale electronics Five 55492 Engineer on Board remotes. Four are C9-10, the last is in two boxes C8 . See
photos for best description. Also included is two extra controller board.

460 Crest modern G scale electronics. Includes five 55474 DC RC wireless receivers in OBs. Four are C10 the other appears
C8.

461 Crest modern G scale accessories including two 55493 5000MA 14.8V rechargeable batteries, two 55601 auto cut offs, six
55498 cooling fans, seven 55602 charging lead sets, and 55452 track to pack connector. Items are C9-10.

462 Pola modern G scale kits. Includes twenty five 917P tension pulley kits, fifteen 967 hydrant kits, three 962 mailbox sets,
three 968 pillar with chains sets, three 331935 father with children, 976 station clock, 962 gas pump set, 1835 figure set,
1834 figure set, and 330970 lamp post. Kits are C9-10.

463 LGB / Pola modern G scale kits. Fourteen kits include four 331741 granite wall sets, 331708 poker stand, 1891 snow plow,
331730 fence set, two 1892 Unimog cars, 1862 utility vehicle, 1761 sign set, 989 Chicken house, 1871 baggage cart in
water damaged OB, 331878 wooden well basin, 966 ramp kit, and 1851 tractor trailer in unsealed set. Kits are C9-10
unless noted.

464 LGB / Pola modern G scale kits. Kits include three 1869 service trucks, one appears used with water damaged box, two
1893 Opel blitz one water damaged box, 62259 motorcycle shop, 62075 diesel locomotive fueling station, two 1843 dung
heaps and pumps, and 1818 sand depot. Kits are C7+ to C10.

465 LGB / Pola modern G scale kits. Six kits include two 1810 school house kits marked as missing parts, 1623
Pinkerton outpost in water damaged OB, 1620 interlocking tower missing small parts, 1814 undertaker, and
62010 Piko gravel works. Kits are are C6+ to C9-10

466 LGB / Pola modern G scale kits. Four kits include 1750 shunting she d missing small parts, two 923 water
tanks, and 1806 Idaho Springs station. Kits are C6+ to C9.

467 LGB / Pola modern G scale kits. Two 919 oil storage tank kits. Appear to be C8 to C9 area.
468 LGB / Pola modern G scale kits. Three kits include 330998 Richenbach Station missing pieces, 943 village
Smithy new, and 906 sanding plant new. OBs have some light wear.

469 Piko modern G scale kits in OBs. Five kits include 62025 town house, 62252 Las Cruces station, 62208 Bill’s Body Shop,
62074 passenger shelter, and 62219 barber shop missing parts. Kits are C7 to C9.

470 LGB / Pola modern G scale kits. Four kits include 1607 Silverton loco shed missing parts, 924 hotel Canyon
City missing a few windows, 62045 Piko Sonnenberg switch tower, and 63003 Goepplingen loco shed. Sets are
C6+ to C9. OBs have some wear.

471 6 Piko and Pola modern G scale kits for parts only. Some are very close to complete, others are missing walls, etc. Kit
numbers include 923, 62221, 62249, 62235, 62236, and 62051. See photos for best description.

472 Four Piko and Pola modern G scale kits in OBs. Includes 331010 burning house, 62009 gravel works, and two 331707
gantry cranes. Kits appear to be new and unused.
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473 Pola and Le Toy Van buildings in OBs. Includes 330998 Richenbach station open but appears complete, 910 engine shed
kit missing a door, 1881 bridge, 51412 Le Toy Van farm set, and TV251 Le Toy Van Pirate set. Items are C7 to C10.

474 Five Piko modern G scale buildings in OBs. Includes 62060 village houses, 62211 Harley Davidson shop, 62259
Motorcycle shop, 62219 barber shop, and 62210 water tower. C8 to C10.

475 Three very large boxes of Piko and Pola G scale parts. These boxes are heavy and will be expensive to ship. Walls, roof,
windows, detail parts, etc. Great lot for the scratch builder. See photos for best description. Lot sold as is

476 Due to the size we will not be able to ship this lot, pick up arrangements may be made after the auction. Sold as is. This lot
contains a huge number of parts, pieces, and accessories. Highlights include bridge pier parts, multiple billboards, multiple
telephone poles, couplers, track odds and ends, Noch plaster, scenery materials and much much more. Huge group of small
items and a great opportunity.

477 Nice size flat of LGB and Aristo Craft replacement parts in original bags. Numerous wheel sets, couplers, small electrical
parts, switch lanterns etc. Great lot for dealers and those who like to do repairs. See photos for best description.

478 VCS realroad electronic kits in original bags. Includes four UTC 200 magic motor man one appears to be damaged. three
IDT 200 whistle stop controllers, and five 100 VCS magic lanterns. All appear to be new unless noted.

479 LGB modern G scale transformers, controllers, remotes and more. Includes 5080N control box, two 5009 DC amplifiers,
5007 controller, 53750 timer, four 5003 transformers with European style plugs, three 50175 throttles, two 55016
controllers one missing cord connection at base. Also included is KT-16 Keith Co remote missing battery leads and back,
and P&H Hobby 10 AMP Throttle, See photos for best description. Group is C6+ to C8

480 Bridgewerks Magnum 10-SR 10 Amp transformer. Transformer appears to have some light outdoor use, but tests OK. C7
-8.

481 Preiser and Elastolin figure sets in OBs. Forty three figure sets total. All hobby store new old stock. See photos for best
description.

482 Huge group of G scale figures. Mostly Aristo Craft, some Bachmann, a few Elita and Schneider’s. Includes 172 boxed and
60+ un-boxed. Mostly new old stock. Would estimate about $1,400 in retail prices.

483 Flat full of new packs of Split Jaw and Hillman G scale rail clamps. Most new, some loose, a few hex tools included. See
photos for best description.

484 Marklin modern HO 39982 Doornkaat rail bus set in OB. Set features sound and more. C9-10. OB has price sticker.
485 Modern G scale painted figures from Elita. One hundred and twenty nine figures. All new old stock. See photos for best
description.

486 Papo figures. One hundred plus Medieval figures. All brand new. Great addition to stores that carry Playmobil.
487 24 Preiser tool sets and 39 Elastolin figures mostly Native American. Also included is five Elita metal benches. All new in
packages.

488 USA Trains modern G scale 22013 Chicago and Northwestern NW2 switcher in OB. Box is marked with having Loco
Link. Switcher is C6-7 with some broken hand rails and light paint wear. OB is worn at corners and edges.

489 Large group of modern G scale track side accessories. Includes 1864 Pola wagon, Model Power 991 signal, 970 Pola lamp
post, 1704 Pola base plate, 994 Model Power billboard, two 7115 ART high tension towers, 7110 ART signal bridge, Piko
62075 diesel fueling station, 1831 figure set, five 62090 Piko lamp posts, two 62803 Piko tilted roof kits, 62809 Piko stone
walls, and two 62813 window glass sets. Items are mostly new C8 to C10.
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490 LGB modern G scale track, accessories, etc. Includes three 5036 telephone pole sets, 5033 sign set missing parts, 5030
semaphore, 1056-516 uncoupler track, 5038 poster column 50105 early controller, 5080N on off controller, two 14153,
two 14152, and 14115 insulated track, 50380 poster column, 61115 road bed, 61310 road bed, 61320 road bed, 51910
semaphore, 50611 bridge base plate, 85308 rigi transformer, and 89090 Rigi cable car. Items are C7 to C9. See photos for
best description.

491 Train Line modern G scale wide radius switches in OBs. Includes three R7 switches two right and one left. Also includes
R3 left hand switch. C9-10. Brass rail construction.

492 Due to the size we will not be able to ship this lot, pick up arrangements may be made after the auction. Large cart of G
scale accessories, track, scenery materials, and more. Highlights include Harley Davidson figure, Marklin Mini Club track,
box of Pola plastic parts, Aristo Craft dash 9 weight sets, partial Pleetoox circus tent. See photos for best description.

493 This lot is an amazing opportunity for an individual shop or a group of individuals to restock a hobby store or build an
amazing layout. Huge group of Aristo Craft and LGB track. Estimated 60-80 sections of 50 inch straights, numerous boxes
of curves including multiple wide radius, short track sections, filler sections, etc. A few switches but not many. The group
of buildings is just as impressive. Buildings from Pola, Piko, two beautiful hot air balloons, and much more.
Approximately seventy structures total. Most need small amounts of work or a few small detail parts. I would estimate
there is $12,000 plus worth of retail priced merchandise in this lot. 85% of the track is brand new. See the pictures for all
the great items. Due to the size we will not be able to ship this lot, pick up arrangements may be made after the auction.
This will easily fill a small trailer.

494 Carrera slot car dealer display. Huge layout includes many of the highlights of the Carrera catalogs of the 2007-2010
catalogs, Digital timing tower, grand stands, guard rails, everything there to set up an impressive display. Would estimate
about $1,500 worth of product in this layout. Due to the size we will not be able to ship this lot, pick up arrangements may
be made after the auction. Sold as is.

495 Carrera slot car sets and items for parts. All of these were meant to be returned to Carrera for repair. Some are complete
some missing parts. Sold as is. Items include 20520, 26734, 40003, 10100, 10106, 30354, 20611, 26734, 30344 30344,
20560, 20571, 30308, 20575, 10101, 10106, three lap counters, 30352, 30346, and 62038. Also one partial set missing box.
Also included in good condition are a few hats, two polo shirts, a case filled with bodies, axles, brushes, and more. Also a
box of guard rail supports.

496 Large box full of Carrera slot car track, odds and ends, and three vehicles. Sections of tracks have some repairs and a few
small areas of rust. Enough here to put together a nice size track. Items might need some minor repairs before use. Sold as
is. Will be heavy to ship.

497 Aristo Craft modern G scale replacement observation car ends. 25 total including Canadian Pacific, Santa Fe, Union
Pacific, Canadian Pacific, and Reading. See photos for best description. All new.

498 Racing Champions die cast vehicles in OBs. Three NASCAR vehicles, one Budweiser plane, and two drag racing vehicles
one with a broken front wing. OBs have some moisture damage. NOS.

499 Nice 60 inch G scale roller base. Base does have some wear and includes 8 roller sets. Also included are two sets of
Bachmann easy riders, and four sets of 11905 Aristo Craft rollers. All roller sets are new. Will ship oversize.

500 Aristo Craft, MRC, and Crest G scale items. Includes two 5460 10 AMP power supplies, Crest 55460 10 AMP power
supply, MRC AA210 Sound Master 210, and second sound master missing power cord and no box. Items appear C8-9.

501 LGB modern G scale freight cars. Includes 4021 blue gondola with lightly rusted steps, 4003 black flat with Capri- Sanne
container and bent steps, 4003 black flat, Speil and Hobby container, 4001 Gray flat, 4003 Bruenneger flat and container
with lightly rusted steps, 9940 gondola with bottom drilled out of gondola, 4003 Modelbahn Station flat and container,
4003 Der Spielzeug flat and container, 4002CL dual green spool car and short black plastic tender.
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502 Modern G scale freight cars from LGB and Aristo Craft. Includes 86237 Norman Rockwell reefer with detached door,
Dutch Masters reefer, Sioux City reefer missing trucks, El Producto reefer, Becks wagon missing wheels, White Pass
boxcar, LGB Club boxcar missing grab irons, Great Northern caboose, 903 White Pass caboose, 4021 Primus blue
gondola, and 35078 2007 Christmas coach in OB. Cars are C6 with signs of outdoor run time to C8 on the Christmas
coach.

503 Modern G scale electronics and more. Group includes Aristo 11298 switch machine, 29355 motor block, partial 29341
stea, sounds kit, 55494 Crest 6V gel battery charger, MRC AT450 hand held controller for 20M transformer, 29340 diesel
sound kit, VCS XG2000 operating crossing gates, 29110 passenger truck pair, small box of hookup wire, four 29106 drive
wheel sets, 29105 pilot wheel set, and four quarts of Aristo Craft life steam oil. Items are C7 to C10.

504 Modern G scale items including JC, Rigi, Piko, and Marklin. Items include JC Jackson Hole cable car set missing string,
early 900CL Rigi 900 manual cable car, 62251 Piko Texaco station set missing a few small parts, main structure appears to
be complete, and 5618 Marklin sand pit kit. Items are C7 to C8.

505 LGB modern G scale 3008CL 2/2 passenger coach, 4033 Chiquita boxcar and 4031 Magnesit boxcar in incorrect OB. Cars
are C7-8. Both OBs have some wear, writing and price stickers. Also included is Lehmann Toy Train container.

506 Due to the size we will not be able to ship this lot, pick up arrangements may be made after the auction. Sold as is. 65 inch
very nice G scale arch bridge. A bit dusty, but C7-8.

507 Aristo Craft and Bachmann lighted dealer signs. A bit dusty, otherwise decent condition. See photos for best description.
508 Showcase Airplane Company 1/24th to 1/72nd scale airplanes in OBs. Six planes include Laird super solution, Piper PA-18
Super Cub, F-14 Tom Cat, 747-200, Albatros DV Goring, and Neiuport 17C. Items are dusty C7-8 condition.

509 Aristo Craft modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 86007 White Pass boxcar, 81407 White Pass hopper,
81001 Rio Grande gondola, 82108 Napa Valley Caboose, 86232 Napa Valley Reefer, and 42132 Napa Valley caboose.
Cars are generally C8. OBs have price stickers.

510 Aristo Craft modern G scale 22032 Napa Valley FA-1 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco is still factory wrapped in plastic
unused C9-10.

511 Aristo Craft modern G scale 22032 Napa Valley FA-1 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco is factory sealed in the OB C10. OB
has some light corner damage.

512 USA Trains modern G scale Union Pacific 22106CL GP-9 loco in OB. Loco is C7-8 with run time, two small paint chips
on roof, one missing cab window. OB has some corner and edge wear.

513 Aristo Craft modern G scale Rio Grande Alco FA A-B-A set in OBs. Includes two 22008 A units one missing horns, and
2058 B unit. Trains are C8 besides missing horns. OBs have some corner and edge wear

514 Aristo Craft modern G scale Southern Pacific Alco units in OBs. Includes 22011 A unit missing horns, and 22054 B unit in
Daylight colors. C8. OBs have some wear and writing on A unit box.

515 Aristo Craft modern G scale Union Pacific Alco FA A-B-A set in OBs. Includes two 22005 A units one missing horns, and
22305 B unit. Trains are C8-9. OBs have some corner and edge wear

516 Aristo Craft modern G scale 22314 powered Alco B unit in OB. C8. OBs have light corner and edge wear.
517 Aristo Craft modern G scale Northern Pacific Alco FA pair in OBs. Two 22028 A units missing horns. Trains are C8 with
run time. OBs have some wear.

518 Aristo Craft modern G scale Rio Grande Alco FA A-A pair in OBs. Catalog numbers are 22008C. Locos are sealed in the
master carton C10.
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519 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 46710 White Pass caboose, 4080 White Pass tank car, two 4086
White Pass ore cars, 43745 Dutch Masters boxcar, and 4167 White Pass boxcar. Cars are generally C8. OBs have some
price stickers

520 MRC modern AA444 Control Master 20 transformer in OB. C8.
521 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 4080 White Pass tank car, 43760 Rio Grande hopper, custom
Heinz pickle vat car, 4168 White Pass stock car, 4091 Rio Grande boxcar with discolored and cracked box window, and
4068 Rio Grande stock car. Cars are generally C8. OBs have price stickers.

522 LGB modern G scale 2063 Rio Grande diesel switcher in OB. Loco is C9 area with no major signs of run time.
523 Aristo Craft modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Five cars include 42232 Napa Valley caboose, 86032 Napa Valley boxcar,
41232 Napa Valley hopper (OB has some light water damage to one flap), 86207 White Pass reefer, and 86007 White Pass
boxcar. Cars are generally C8. OBs have some light wear.

524 USA Trains modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 12112 CSX caboose, 16157 North Western Pacific reefer,
16712 Union Pacific Refrigerator car, 19006 C&S wood boxcar, 16159 Tiffany refrigerator car, and 1434 Western
Maryland boxcar. Cars are generally C8. OBs have some corner and edge wear.

525 Aristo Craft modern G scale 22125 Norfolk Southern U25B diesel locomotive in OB. Loco is C8 with run time. Hand rails
still packed in OB. OB has wear.

526 Aristo Craft modern G scale 22113 Union Pacific U25B diesel locomotive in OB. Loco is C7-8 with run time and slightly
bent hand rails. OB has some corner and edge wear along with price stickers.

527 Aristo Craft modern G scale 22107 Rio Grande U25B diesel locomotive in OB. Loco is C8 with run time. Hand
rails still packed in OB. OB has wear. Locomotive original box has light corner and edge wear along with price
stickers.

528 USA Trains modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 16719 New York Central refrigerator car, Legends
Canandaigua Southern boxcar, 1669-538 Union Leader reefer, 19016 Ball Glass boxcar, 12105 Rio Grande caboose, and
19301 Union Pacific boxcar. Cars are generally C8. OBs have some corner and edge wear.

529 Aristo Craft modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Five cars include 41106 Chesapeake and Ohio gondola, 46207 Pluto
Water reefer, 46216 Canadian Pacific reefer, 46301 Western Maryland flat, and 46224 West India Fruit reefer. Cars are
generally C8. OB has some light corner and edge wear.

530 LGB modern G scale 2055 White Pass and Yukon diesel locomotive in OB. Loco is C8 with run time. Loco does not have
sound. OB has some very light shelf wear.

531 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars White Pass cars include 44600 flat car two pack, 4167 boxcar, two 4071
cabooses, and 4080 tank car. Cars are generally C8. OBs have a few price stickers.

532 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Five cars include 43740 El Producto cigar reefer, 4067 Rio Grande boxcar,
43850 Klondike container car, 42710 Rio Grande caboose, and 4067 Rio Grande boxcar. Cars generally C8 with price
stickers on OBs.

533 LGB modern G scale passenger cars and motorized unit in OBs. Includes 20680 motorized truck, 36079 Christmas
passenger car, 32840 DSP&P baggage, and 3081 Rio Grande combine. Cars are generally C8. OBs have a few price
stickers.

534 USA Trains and Aristo Craft modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Four cars include 46058 British Columbia boxcar,
19208A CSX boxcar, 1702 Rio Grande flat, and 4825MDC White Pass caboose. Cars are generally C8.

535 Bachmann modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 93446 Conoco tank car, 93419 White Pass tank car, 93320
ET & WNC boxcar, 96201 operating hand car with trailer, 1994 Christmas boxcar without grab irons, and Union Pacific
passenger coach. Cars are C7-8.
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536 Aristo Craft modern G scale 33302 Rio Grande coach in OB. Coach is C8 with run time. OB has some light corner and
edge wear.

537 Aristo Craft modern G scale 22209 Southern RS-3 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco is C8-9 with very little if any run time.
OB has some very minor corner wear.

538 Aristo Craft modern G scale 22202 Union Pacific Alco RS-3 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco is C8 with run time. OB has
tape repairs at one corner and two marking tags.

539 Aristo Craft modern G scale Union Pacific heavyweight passenger cars in OBs. Four cars include 31508 diner, 31308
coach, 31708 combine, and 31408 observation. Cars are generally C8 however multiple seats have come loose from inside
the coach and will need reglued. OBs have corner and edge wear.

540 Aristo Craft modern G scale 31399 New York Central heavyweight passenger car set in OBs. Includes combo, coach,
diner, and observation. Cars are C8-9 with no major signs of run time. Might have been displayed only. OBs have a few
shallow dents.

541 McCoy modern standard gauge TCA 1954 4-4-0 loco C7-8 with front pilot wheels showing some early casting fatigue.
Also included is 1983 Kentucky convention baggage car, and 1981 St. Louis convention boxcar. Cars are generally C7-8.
A few very small paint chips on baggage.

542 Lionel modern O gauge Southern F3 A-B-B-A diesel locomotive set in OBs. Includes 8566 powered A, two 8661 dummy
B units, and 8567 dummy A unit. Units are C8 area with light run time. Nice stripes and decals. OBs have some shelf wear
and light staining. One slit box window.

543 Modern HO Trains. Includes sealed AHM Erie Lackawanna loco and caboose, twelve new Athearn blue box kit cars, and
two Marsh ceramic buildings. Items are C8 to C10.

544 Weaver modern O scale two rail brass 2-8-4 Berkshire in OB. Loco is C8 with light run time. OB has some corner and
edge wear.

545 This is a quick way to decorate a train room. Twenty five railroad prints and framed photos. A couple of highlights include
a beautiful MKT black and white framed print, a few very nice water color framed prints. brass etched Pennsylvania K-4,
and much more. The Ringling Brothers posters are reprints. This lot is sold as is with no returns. We are willing to ship this
lot, but it will ship in multiple large boxes. We will try our best to protect the glass framed prints, but we can not guarantee
that all glass will survive shipping.

546 Modern G scale parts, kits and more from Pola, LGB, Woodland Scenic, and more. Highlights include multiple small Pola
items which appear complete but without boxes, Pola building parts, multiple full bottles of Woodland Scenic snow, and
much more. See photos for best description. This lot will be heavy and expensive to ship. Pickup strongly encouraged.

547 Modern G scale viaducts, retaining walls, bridge parts, etc. Three very large and heavy boxes. See photos for best
description. This lot will be heavy and expensive to ship. Pickup strongly encouraged.

548 LGB modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Eight cars include three 42030 Hapag-Lloyd flats with containers, three 45400
Minol tank cars, 4024 gondola, and 45403 tank car. Cars are C7-8 with run time. OBs have price stickers and light wear.

549 LGB modern G scale passenger cars in OBs. Six cars include two 33076 Christmas coaches, 36074 Christmas coach,
36076 Christmas coach, 31620 second class coach, and 34640 coach. Cars are C8 with run time. OBs have price stickers.

550 LGB modern G scale passenger cars in OBs. Seven cars include four 3011 second class coaches, 3015 second class coach,
3013 blue dining car, and 3012 coach. Trains are C7 area with water damaged OBs.

551 LGB modern G scale track side accessories in OBs. Includes 5031 sign set, 5032 sign set, and seven 50300 manual
semaphores. C8-9. OBs have price stickers.
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552 Modern G scale Pola building kits in OBs. Most are C6-7 with some small missing parts. A few are sealed C10. Lot will
ship in multiple large boxes. Kit numbers include 914, 985, 903, 1865, 330909, 331741, 331741, 331742, 962, 962, 965,
1865, 62061, 62063, 1839, 998, 998, 62065, 62064, 1865, 1866, 331741, 331741, 331741, and built up 922.

553 Large group of Department 56 odds and ends including figures, trees, signs, etc. Items from Ford, carnival, etc. Also
included is a box of G scale Elita figures, some boxed some not. See photos for best description. Lot sold as is.

554 Large group of KTM / AMT trains. Great lot including military cars, locos, mixed freight cars, etc. Some items have been
repainted, some original. A true mixed bag. Includes fifteen boxcars, twelve cabooses, eight gondolas, eight Alco
locomotives including XT 2716 Army loco, two tank cars, ten military themed flats, battery powered baby GP, two
hoppers, five flat cars, repainted refrigerator. Cars are C5 to C7. See photos for best description.

555 Lionel Postwar O gauge lot of freight cars. Includes 6560, 6346-56, 3424, Santa Fe X3484 white letters, 3494-275, 6464-1
blue letter, 6464-50, 6468, 2955, 3662, 6468, 6560 lettering removed, 3356, 6464-25, green 6462, 5464-46, 6346-56, 2755,
2555, 6468-25, and partial box for 6464-275 missing one end flap and inner flaps. Cars are C6 to C7.

556 Lionel Postwar O gauge freight cars. Includes 6520 searchlight with green generator, X3464 operating Santa Fe black
lettering, X6454 Santa Fe black letter non operating some staining on roof, X6454 New York Central black letter non
operating, and 6464-275 Bangor and Aroostook State of Maine operating boxcar with more unusual BAR only no numbers.
C6-7

557 Lionel Postwar O gauge freight cars. Includes 6473 horse car, three 3386 operating giraffe cars, 3370 sheriff and outlaw
car, 1885 WARR coach with repaired roof and painted ends, 1865 WARR coach, and 1866 WARR mail car. Cars are C6 to
C7 area.

558 American Flyer postwar S gauge repainted locos and cars. Items range from refinished C5 to C7+. Includes Northern
Pacific 492 dummy A, 491 Northern Pacific dummy B, 654 observation. 652 coach, 650 with cracked shell, 653 combo,
652 coach, and 652 coach. Trains sold as is shown in the photos.

559 American Flyer postwar S gauge passenger cars. Nineteen cars include 962, 962, 900, 718, 650, 650, 653, 652, 953, 650,
651 badly warped, 651, 650, 654, operating 732, 24055, 24030, nicer 24050 red combine, 24020 coach. Cars are C6-7,
24050 is C7+

560 Lionel Postwar O gauge Outfit No. 1503WS freight train with whistle and smoke in original boxes. Trains look C7 area
with run time and some play wear. 2055 steam locomotive with smoke chamber, 6026W tender with whistle, 6462 NYC
gondola, 6456 LV hopper, 6465 Sunoco tank, and 6257 SP type caboose. Also included is 6019 UCS track in OB. Some
inner train boxes have missing inner flaps otherwise nice square and solid boxes. Set box is square with some wear to top
flaps. Also included is loco instruction sheet, dealer list, transformer sheet, accessory catalog, operation booklet, and outfit
instructions.

561 Lionel prewar O gauge Flying Yankee locos and cars. Includes four loco bodies and eleven car bodies. No motors. C5-6.
See photos for best description. Sold as is shown in the photos.

562 Lionel Postwar O gauge Alco diesel locomotives. Includes 211 MKT Texas Special power and dummy, 8351 Santa Fe, 202
Union Pacific, two 218 Santa Fe, two 223 B units one with a homemade fame, and 215 dummy A unit. Trains are C6-7

563 Group of four railroad lanterns. Includes Adlake Rock Island with stamped top. Dressel lantern with CMSTP&P
Milwaukee Road lantern with Omaha Ry stamped top, Adlake Illinois Central with etched globe and stamped top, and
Adlake Union Pacific stamped top with some paint over spray. See photos for best description.

564 Lionel Postwar O gauge Union Pacific 2023 Alcos in silver and yellow. Includes both powered and dummy A units. Also
included is 2421 Maplewood, 2422 Chatam, and 2423 Hillside observation. Trains are C6 area.

565 KMT postwar items including set box for KF-110A set with all flaps. Also included is S-42R right hand switch, S-42L left
hand switch, and 030X all in OBs. Track includes 23 curved sections, and 15 straight sections, two uncoupler sections, and
eight sections of plastic curved track. Track is C6-7 a few sections with light rust. Also included is two empty car OBs and
some paper items.
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566 American Flyer postwar S gauge large lot of cabooses. Both link style and knuckle style. Includes 638, 24633, 630, 630,
630, 806, 977, 935, 938, 24631, 638, 630, 25052, 904, 24636, 630, 630, 24603, 930, 930, 930, 977, 630, 806, 24636,
24636, and 638.

567 American Flyer postwar S gauge locomotives. Includes 355 Chicago and Northwestern switcher, 21801 Chicago and
Northwestern switcher with screw cracks, 21801 broken rear platform, 481 Silver Flash complete no major broken parts,
and 360 / 364 Santa Fe Alco PA and PB units with repro decals. Trains are C6 to C7.

568 American Flyer postwar S gauge steam locomotives. Includes two 350 Baltimore and Ohio Royal Blue locos and 356
Silver Bullet. C6-7 with some paint wear and some very light rust on one Blue Comet.

569 American Flyer postwar S gauge knuckle style coupler boxcar and stock cars. Twenty nine cars include 923, 803, 922, 922,
947, 633, operating 957, 24403, 629, 802, 802, 913, 929, 24076, 24039, 929, 947, 24019, 802, operating 970, 802, 947,
937, 807, operating 973, 24065, 24058, 983, and 929. Cars are C6-7.

570 Lionel prewar O gauge passenger cars. Four cars include 6441 observation, 2441 observation, 6440 coach, and 2441
observation. Cars are C6 area with heavy wear to three roofs.

571 American Flyer postwar S gauge latch style freight cars. Thirty four cars include 625G, 623, 640, 606, 644, 631, 623, 623,
642, 10443, 629, 734, 633, 633, 647, 629, 639, 716, 639, 632, 42597, 631, 716, 625G, 607, 632, 640, 639, 631, 631, 640,
625, 717, 640, and 634. Cars are C6-7.

572 American Flyer postwar S gauge latch style and Pikemaster style freight cars. Includes 24230, 24052, 24127, 24422,
24539, 25071, 24575, 24124, 24556 with incorrect car, 24059, 24055, 24310, 25071, 24125, 24127, 24422, 607, 631, 632,
642, and 625 with warped body. Cars range C5 to C7 See photos for best description.

573 American Flyer postwar S gauge freight cars. Includes 715 with knuckles, 915, 24222, 24222, 715, 915, 636, 936, 936,
7210, 7210, 7210, 7210, 7210, 42597, and 948. Cars are C6-7, sold as is shown in the photos.

574 American Flyer postwar S gauge freight cars. Knuckle style couplers. Thirty four cars include operating operating 919,
804, 914, 24125, 916, 907, 925, 928, 928, 905, 940, 804, 911, 945, 928, 926, 925, 925, 944, 944, 24310, 912, 911, 931,
928, 941, 928, 931, 42597, 921, 945, 924, 625G, 48801, 24563, 944, 944, 920, 921, 958, and 24103. Cars are generally C6
to lower C7. See photos for best description.

575 American Flyer postwar S gauge 322 New York Central 4-6-4 steam locomotives. One broken tender step noted. Lettering
has some wear, and one loco has draw bar pin replaced with incorrect screw. C6-7.

576 American Flyer postwar S gauge steam locomotives. Five locos include 300 Reading repainted tender, 300 Reading, 302
Reading, 300AC Reading, and 290 American Flyer. Locos are C6 area. See photos for best description.

577 American Flyer postwar S gauge steam locomotives. Six locos include four Chicago and Northwestern 283 and two
Chicago and Northwestern 282. Locos are C6-7.

578 American Flyer postwar S gauge steam locomotives. Twelve locomotives include 312, 302, 21165, 21168, 21165, 21085,
302, 307, 290, 300 with repainted tender, 21160, 21085 incorrect tender and three extra tenders. Locos are C6-7. See
photos for best description.

579 Lionel Postwar O gauge trains. Includes Santa Fe 2343T F3 dummy A unit, 2531 Silver Dawn observation, and 2530 REA
baggage car. C6-7.

580 Large box full of Ives and American Flyer prewar trains. See photos for best description. One highlight is a nice example
of a American Flyer 3 rail 561 steam locomotive. Sold as is shown in the photos.

581 Lionel Postwar O gauge coal accessories including 97 coal elevator with controller (plastic bin is mottled brown), 397 coal
loader with overhead tray missing one post, 456 coal ramp (dark gray variation), 3469 Lionel Lines dump car, and 3456
N&W dump car. Accessories are C6.

582 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6557 caboose with smoke, should clean to look C7.
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583 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2321 Lackawanna Fairbanks Morse Trainmaster diesel locomotive, typical hairlines at screws and
a couple minor very small touchups along lower edges/sides, train otherwise looks C6 with surface rust on catwalks.

584 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2321 Lackawanna Fairbanks Morse Trainmaster diesel loco with maroon roof, typical hairlines,
surface rust on some walkboards, missing horns, otherwise C7. Clean battery compartment.

585 Postwar Lionel O gauge 44 U.S. Army missile launcher, 3830 flatcar w/Reproduction submarine, 6544 missile firing car,
6413 Mercury capsule transport w/Reproduction capsules, 6017 United States Navy caboose. Some trains have some
surface rust on rivets, axles, and such. Trains should otherwise clean to look C7 area.

586 Huge group of Lionel Postwar O gauge steam locomotives and tenders. An amazing investment opportunity for the reseller
or someone who wants to build a roster quickly. Forty two locomotives including: 1666, 1120, 221, 2025, 1655, 1061,
2055, 1060, 2025, 2025, 2055, 2020, 2026, 2025, 2026, 671, 671, 1615, 2026, 1060, 1061, 2025, 2026, 224E, 258, 675,
1060, 2026, 675, 1654, 1666, 2026, 2037, 8305, 2037, 1110, 1060, 1666, 1110, 258, 1688, and 2037. Forty one tenders
include 1689T, 2689W, 6466WX, 6466T, 6466W, 1689T, 6466T, scout tender, crushed scout tender, 6466WX, 221-T,
Pennsylvania MPC tender, 1615T, 1615T, 2466WX, 2671W, 2466WX, 2466WX, Scout tender, 6466W,
2466WX,6466WX, 2466W, 2689TX, 6466WX, 1689T, 2026W, 2046W-50, 2671W?, 6466WX, 6466WX, five Lionel
Lines tenders with no whistles, 2466WX, 2466WX, Scout tender, and two Lionel Lines square tenders. Seventeen tenders
have whistles. Trains are C5 to C7. A few repaints and re numbers. See photos for best description. This lot will ship in
multiple large, heavy boxes and will be expensive to ship.

587 Lionel Postwar O gauge tank cars. Includes 2455, 6465, 6465, 6465, 6045, 1005, 1005, 2755, 6465, 6465, 6465, 6465,
6465 CS, 6465 CS, 6025, 1005, 2465, 2465, 6465, painted black 6465, 6025 , 6465, 6015, 6465, 6465, 6555, 2755, 6035,
6465, 6415, 6465, 2555, and 6465. Cars are C5 to lower C7. Sold as shown in photos.

588 Lionel Postwar O gauge cabooses. Large group includes 6130, 2420, 6257, 1007, 6017, 6017, 6017, 6017, 6357, 5364-17
NYZ, 6017, 6047, 6457, 2472, 2357, five unmarked SP style, 2357, 6130, 6059, 6017, 2472, 1007, 6167, 6047. C5 to C7.
Sold as is shown in photos.

589 Lionel Postwar O gauge hoppers, gondolas, and operating dump cars. Includes 2456, 6456, 3559, 3559, 3559, 3469, 3469,
3359-55, 6462, 6462, 6462, 6462, 6462, 6462, 6462, 6462, 6462, 6456, 6456, 4676, 6456, 3469, 3469, 3469, 6012, 6112,
6176, 245, 2452, 2452, 6012, 6142, and 6042. Cars are generally C6-7 and are sold as is shown in the photos.

590 Lionel Postwar O gauge flat cars. Includes 6411, 6511, 6411, 3451, 3650, 6520, 9121, 6311, 6467, 2411, 2411, 2411,
6511, 6511, 3451, 2411, 2411, 3361-55, six flats just marked Lionel,l6825, 6660, 6812, 3361-55, 6561, 6477, 6311, 6810,
6404, 6828 flat with original but broken wheel P&H shovel kit and repro P&H crane, and 9121. Cars are C5+ to C7. Sold
as is shown in the photos.

591 Lionel Postwar O gauge flats and vat cars. Includes 6650 missile launching flat with repro missile, 6844 missile flat with
repro missiles, 3362 operating flat with helium tanks, faded 6519 Allis Chalmers condenser car, 6818 transformer flat with
repro insulators, 2461 Lionel Lines transformer flat, 6818 transformer flat with one broken insulator, 6362-55 wheel flat
car, and 6465 pickle vat. Cars are C6-7 with some play wear.

592 Toy steam boilers. Three units includes a Wilesco, Weeden and an Empire. Units are used, C6-7. Some smaller accessories
included. Wilesco unit missing smoke stack.

593 Lionel Postwar O gauge stock cars and boxcars. Sixteen cars include X6014, 6656, 6656, 6656, 6656, 6646, 6656, X6014,
6356, operating 3484, X2454, X2458, X2454, X6454, 6050, and 6014 with OB. Cars are C6-7. See photos for best
description.

594 Lionel Postwar O gauge freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 6035 Sunoco tank car, 6468 Baltimore and Ohio boxcar, 6801
flat with boat, OB has window and punch intact, 6414 Evans auto loader with original autos, 6032 Lionel gondola, and
6460 Lionel Lines crane with tape repaired OB. Cars are C6 to lower C7.

595 Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories. Includes 182 magnet crane with broken base corner, 494 rotary beacon, 395 green
floodlight tower, 30 water tower with some structural glue repairs, and 455 oil derrick with broken generator. C6-7.
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596 Lionel Postwar O gauge freight cars includes 6024 auto flat with original autos, 3520 searchlight car, orange 6057 caboose,
6445 gold bullion car with some light cracking to windows, 6376 Circus car, 6814 medical caboose, 6057 Lionel Lines
caboose, and 3459 green dump car. Cars are higher C6 to C7 3459 might be C7+.

597 Lionel Postwar O gauge milk cars. Eight cars include 6472, 6472, 6472, 6482, 3462, 3472, 3472, 3482, and 3472P. C6-7.
598 Lionel Postwar O gauge 1469WS 027 freight train with smoke and whistle in original boxes, set is comprised of: 2035
steam loco, 6466W LL tender with whistle, 6456 LV hopper, 6462 NYC gondola, 6465 Sunoco tank, 6257 SP caboose.
Trains are C6-7. OBs have some wear missing flaps, tears, etc. See photos for best description.

599 Lionel Postwar O gauge diesel locomotives. Includes 601 Seaboard switcher with some frame rust and light paint wear and
screw hole crack, 600 MKT switcher with frame rust, screw hole crack, and light shell wear, and 41 Army switcher with
glue repaired cracked shell. C6-7

600 Lionel Postwar O gauge passenger cars. Includes 2432 Clifton vista dome, 2436 Mooseheart observation missing roof
screw, and 2429 Livingston with OB and one detached end flap. Cars are C6-7 with some roof wear.

601 Lionel Postwar O gauge trains including 2026 steam locomotive 6466WX whistle tender with broken plastic behind coal
pile, 3451 operating log car, X6454 Santa Fe boxcar, 6465 Sunoco tank car, and 6357 Southern Pacific caboose. Trains are
C6-7.

602 Due to the size we will not be able to ship this lot, pick up arrangements may be made after the auction. Sold as is. Huge
lot of track and switches. S gauge, O gauge, and standard gauge. Remote switches included in both O and S gauge. A mid
sized group of flyer rubber road bed, small group of super O track and more.

603 Due to the size we will not be able to ship this lot, pick up arrangements may be made after the auction. Sold as is. Huge lot
of trains and toys. Highlights include 3 KWs, two larger Flyer transformers, Lionel 10 and 25 standard gauge locos,
multiple Erector and Gilbert microscope sets. Standard gauge passenger car bodies. Other train odds and ends. There are
some neat items in the group. Perfect for the Ebayer. See photos for best description.

604 Large group of Lionel and American Flyer prewar and postwar boxes. Flyer boxes include 370 carton, 322? carton, other
four passenger car boxes two are 650, 11666, 628, 700, 20705, 20551, 20655, and 20615. Lionel boxes include 342, 9670,
1467W, 19197, 1109, 19197, 293 standard gauge set box with incorrect inner boxes, 1688, 6812, 6812, 2046W, 226, 3659,
6636, 3512, 1689T, 6468, 1689T, 2226W, 2026, 3651, 3464, 3360, 6037, and standard gauge 160 set box and incorrect
OBs. See photos for best description. This lot if shipped will require multiple over sized boxes.

605 Lionel Postwar O gauge 313 bascule bridge with repainted structure and one cross brace missing from the bridge. Also
includes alignment frame. C6.

606 Flat full of Dinky, Auburn, and Tootsie Toy items. See photos for best description.
607 Nice collection of Greenberg and other train books. Includes Lionel Vol. 1-5 by McComas and Tuohy, AC Gilbert Heritage
by Heimburger, TCA Lionel Trains second edition, Greenberg’s American Flyer Catalogues 1946-1955, Greenberg’s guide
to Kusan Trains by Bradshaw, Famous American Flyer Trains by Nelson, and K-Line Lionel postwar service manual. See
photos for best description. McComas book dust jackets have some wear.

608 American Flyer postwar S gauge 322 New York Central 4-6-4 steam locomotive with OB. Loco is nice C7 with good
tender steps, however cab numbers appear to have been restamped. OB is split at seam.

609 American Flyer postwar S gauge freight set no. 521T in set box, circa 1952 including; 300 Reading Lines 4-4-2 Atlantic
loco and tender with original wrap, 631 Texas & Pacific gondola with individual OB, 638 caboose with individual OB,
twelve curve sections of track, 704 manual uncoupler, no. 1 1/2 45-watt transformer and paperwork. Trains are nice C7.
OBs and set box have some wear.

610 Lionel Postwar O gauge 313 bascule bridge with partial OB. Partial OB includes one printed side and the inserts. Also
includes instruction sheet and inspection slip. Bridge and alignment frame have been repainted to C7.

611 Large box of pre and postwar Marx locos and cars. See photos for best description. Lot sold as is shown in the photos.
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612 Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories. Includes yellow 395 floodlight tower, 214 girder bridge in tape repaired OB, 415
diesel fuel station in OB, includes 90C, and 138 water tower with some dirt and light rust on center column. Accessories
are C6-7.

613 American Flyer postwar S gauge accessory lot. Huge group includes two 596 water towers one refinished, 600 crossing,
758A Sam the semaphore man, Minicraft 272 news stand, 274 freight station, 750 bridge, two bubbling water towers, red
and green rotary beacons, floodlight tower, bell ringing crossing no roof, 23796 sawmill, four whistling billboards, three
steam whistle generators, one diesel horn generator, 771 stock yard with 976 stock car and cattle, thirteen control buttons,
and three bumpers. Items are C6-7. See photos for best description. Lot sold as is

614 Lionel postwar and modern accessories. Includes 30 water tower, 352 icing station, 133 station, modern 12831 beacon, 395
floodlight tower, Marx beacon, three 153 block signals, 252 crossing gate, 153 semaphore, two 154 signals, 450, two 145
gateman, three, 45 gateman, 125 whistle shed, 110 trestle set, modern 32998 control tower, seventeen 35 lamp posts one
missing cover, 0446 Marx beacon missing head, 2317 draw bridge, and broken Colber signal. Items are C5 to C7 sold as is
shown in photos.

615 Three large boxes of American Flyer and Lionel prewar, postwar and other parts. Highlights include motors, chassis, small
parts, bottle of smoke pellets, smoke unit bulbs, Lionel printing kit, prewar parts, wheels, etc. Also includes pretty
complete set of Post cereal railroad harold signs. See photos for best description. Lot sold as is and will ship in multiple
large boxes.

616 American Flyer postwar S gauge accessories. Includes 785 coal loader, 593 signal tower missing smoke stack and widows,
some paint touchups and OB, 597 prewar talking station with mechanism, and K766 animated station platform with 975
passenger car, controller and 3 figures. Items are C6+ to C7.

617 American Flyer postwar S gauge. Includes six All Aboard curved panels with some scenery. Freight cars include 24569
crane, 24316 Mobil Gas tank car, 24076 Union Pacific stock car, 962G Hamilton vista dome with OB, 48405 modern Shell
tank car, 24065 FY&PRR cannon car, 906 crane no roof, 633 Baltimore and Ohio boxcar, and 636 depressed center flat.
Items are C6 to C7+ The All Aboard cars are factory sealed C9-10. See photos for best description.

